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Bush video
to feature
area clinic
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) -Republican presidential candidate George W. Bush plans to
highlight a Hopkinsville free
clinic in a video during his
party's convention this week in
Philadelphia.
The St. Luke Free Clinic
has been so successful that
it's spawned nearly two dozen
imitators across Kentucky. Every
Tuesday and Thursday evening,
the waiting room fills up with
the working poor.
In come the factory workers, fast-food burger slingers,
baby sitters and day laborers
who desperately need health
care but can't afford insurance.
Last week, a volunteer nurse
showed Jon Adams, a newly
diagnosed diabetic, how to test
his blood sugar. Adams, like
most of the 8,000 people who
have visited the clinic since it
opened in 1993, said his only
other option for health care is
the hospital emergency room.
"The cost of health care
today, you just can't afford it,"
said Adams, a self-employed,
part-time mortician with a college degree. "God's going to
bless everyone around here."
Bush wants to combine public spending on health care
with private efforts such as the
clinic, which is run largely by
volunteers and gets only a
small amount of state money.
Bush's Democratic opponent,
Vice President Al Gore, leans
more toward public support. He
wants to expand governmentpaid health insurance for those
not poor enough to qualify for
Medicaid.

Court rules
on abortion
measure
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Sixth U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on Monday agreed
that a Kentucky law that sought
to prohibit certain late-term
abortion procedures is unconstitutional.
The ruling upheld a decision in November 1998 by U.S.
District Judge John Heyburn
that the Kentucky law went too
far, was too vague and effectively would outlaw some abortion procedures that are legal.
Kentucky Attorney General Ben
Chandler had appealed that
ruling.
The decision also comes in
the wake of a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling that a Nebraska
law very similar to Kentucky's
was unconstitutional.
Kentucky's law was another attempt by the General
Assembly to severely restrict
access to abortions that was
later found by the courts to
be unconstitutional.
In this instance, the General Assembly tried to outlaw
what opponents call partialbirth abortions, a rarely used
procedure.
Heyburn said the statute too
broadly defined the prohibited
abortion procedures.
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Walters moves MCCH lawsuit

(c) 2000 Murray Ledger & Times
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Wnter
Danny Watters, a former financial officer at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, has withdrawn
his federal lawsuit against the hospital and filed in state court a
similar lawsuit alleging he was
wrongfully fired for raising questions about Medicare billing and
reimbursement practices.

U.S. District Judge Thomas B.
Russell on July 11 granted a motion
to dismiss the lawsuit filed by
Watters' attorney, Zack Womack
of Henderson. The new lawsuit
was filed last Thursday in Calloway Circuit Court.
Since the hospital is a public
entity, Watters said Monday, "I
felt like the people of this community should be the one to hear
this case.

Womack said Tuesday morning
he hopes for a trial by the first
of the yelf "I anticipate moving
it pretty quickly," he said.
Womack hopes to begin depositions by the end of August,
including Watters, former hospital
President/Chief Executive Officer
Stuart Poston "and perhaps one or
two others" at the hospital, he
said.
Like the federal lawsuit he tiled

in February, Watters accused the
hospital in general and Poston
specifically of retaliating against
him last June after he raised questions about possible improprieties
in Medicare billing concerning
Diagnostic Related Group reports.
DRG reports are a way of grouping patients based on their diagnoses for purposes of Medicare
payment.
Watters, then the vice president

of-corporate finance. claims Poston told him to destroy any evidence about improper reporting.
then, with other unnamed hospital
employees, subjected him to
ridicule, humiliation and heightened scrutiny.
Watters also claims further retaliation came in the form of the

•See Page 3

Work begins for added
wing to MSU building

Week notes
breastfeeding
awareness

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Construction is often a matter of give-and-take.
While Murray State University is rapidly proceeding on its
construction of a new College
of Education facility, which will
be an extension of the existing
Special Education Building, it
will also have to deal with a
potentially sticky parking situation when students return later
this month.
"With all the building going
on here, it's going to be tight
in terms of parking," said Jack
Rose, MSU dean of education.
"It will interfere a little bit on
the north end. They'll have to
reroute the traffic on the north
side."
A fence outlining where the
construction will take place and
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
where most of the construction
Jackson Construction worker Jason Hollingsworth watche9 Chris Davis dump
materials will be stored has a load
of red rock as they widen the entrance into the Special Education
already been erected. It blocks
Building parking lot Monday. The entrance is being widened to allow two-way
off one section of parking on
the south side of the Special traffic as work is being done on the building and the exit is closed.
Education Building and the exit
of the parking lot on the north top of the group of universities in Kentucky
cation Building.
side of the building.
with facilities dedicated solely to their colRose said the two facilities will be conAccording to Rose, though, leges of education,- Rose said.
nected to form one large facility. Since cononce the addition is finished, it
MSU broke ground on the 55,000-square- struction bids actually came in a little under
will be well-worth any incon- foot, $7.1 million facility last April. Once
what the university expected, Rose said the
veniences construction may have completed, it will reach almost to the sidecaused.
walk along the edge of North 16th Street
"I think it will put us at the and to the south entrance of the Special Edu- II See Page 3

BY AMY WILSON
Managing Editor •
Expectant mothers looking for the perfect
gift for their child won't have to look very
far.
Health experts suggest breastfeeding.
"Breastfeeding is an ongoing gift to a baby,"
said Debbie Davis, perinatal/community health
nurse at the Calloway County Health Department.
This week, Aug.1-7. marks the celebration
of World Breastfeeding Week. The month of
August is also Kentucky Breastfeeding Awareness Month.
As part of the celebration, Davis plans to
use the "ongoing gift" theme as part of a display promoting breastfeeding at the Calloway
County Public Library.
A World Walk for Breastfeeding, sponsored
by the Tr -Area Breastfeeding Task Force, is
scheduled from 10 a.m. to noon Aug. 12 at
the Dolly McNutt Plaza in Paducah. Door prizes
and games for children will he available.
Kentucky's theme, "Breastfeeding: You've
Got That Right," highlights the fact that women
have the right to breastfeed, to receive factual
information and to be protected from outside
interference when breastfeeding.
Protecting a mother's right to breastfeed has
become more common.
In the past six years, at least 19 states have
passed laws affirming a mother's right to breastfeed in public situations and protecting her
from harassment.
In 1999. Congress passed a law allowing
mothers to breastfeed on federal property, including national parks and post offices.

I See Page 3

Legislature decides
against payment
between sessions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If Kentucky voters decide to institute
annual General Assembly sessions next year, legislators will not be
paid for the time between the January and February segments.
Legislative Research Commission Director Bobby Sherman said
Monday the amendment, which will be on the Nov. 7 election ballot, specifies that the session will convene in January to take care of
organizational matters-and then adjourn until the first Tuesday in Febmary.
Use of the term "adjourn" is an important distinction, according to
a memo from Sherman to House Speaker Jody Richards and Senate
President David Williams.
While in regular session legislators are paid for each day, including when they recess for weekends and holidays. The current daily
pay for most legislators is $153.57, plus $93.50 for expenses. The
pay is generally indexed for inflation and will likely rise next year.
The amendment would create a bifurcated session next year. After
convening on Jan. 2, members of the House and Senate would take
care of organizational matters, such as election of officers and assignment of committees. Legislators would also be able to file legislation
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Tonight...Partly
cloudy.
Patchy fog possible Low 65
to 70. Light wind.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
A 30 percent chance of afternoon thunderstorms. High
around 90.
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Noland asks groups
to return $1 million
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HANGING OUT...Kaytlin Young spends some time in suspension as she and her friends
from the YMCA Summer Camp play In the Murray-Calloway County Park Monday before
lunch. This is the last week for summer camp.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - The
state's interim education commissioner has asked some regional
education cooperatives and two
school districts to return up to $1
million so that the money can go
back into the treasury.
In letters, Kevin Noland said
he wanted replies and checks by
Aug. 15.
The money is the unspent balance of grants a former Department of Education official routed
to the districts and regional agencies.
State Auditor Ed Hatchett said

in February that the real purpose
of the grants was . to stash or
"park" budget money. Under Kentucky law, unspent money should
have lapsed to the general fund
at the end of a fiscal year.
The practice came to light after
Randy Kimbrough, a former deputy
commissioner. who was the department's top budget official, was
accused of embezzling over
$500,000. She routed money
through one of the co-ops — Kentucky Educational Development

•See Page 3
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Experts: Babies'flatness no reason for stomach sleeping
CHICAGO (AP)-- Traci Fries
never dreamed that by helping to
keep her baby safe from crib death
she was contributing to a separate and growing medical problem.
From the nape of his neck to
the top of his skull, the back of
10-month-old A.J. Fries' head is
perfectly flat.
The culprit, doctors told the
Chicago mother, was putting A.J.
to sleep on his back — the increasingly common practice credited
with a steep decline in crib deaths
nationwide.
Fries. 26, says she noticed the
problem not long after A.J.'s birth
last September and asked her pediatrician about it at every check-

in plagiocephaly, SIDS is still the
leading killer of infants in their
first year. Some doctors worry that
parents concern about flat heads
may lead to a return to stomach
sleeping — something experts stress
should still be avoided.
"If I have to trade a decrease
in SIDS with getting asymmetry
in the back of the head, that's a
great trade," said Dr. Frank Vican, a pediatric plastic surgeon at
Children's Memorial Hospital in
Chicago.
While nationwide figures are
not available, many doctors report
dramatic increases in flat-headed
babies since the "Back to Sleep"
campaign started.
Thousands of children are affect-

up.
"The doctor kept saying, 'Oh,
as he grows older it should fill
back out.' It never did."
She has since been advised to
see a specialist to see if her son
needs to wear a special helmet to
mold his head back into shape.
Skull flattening can occur
because newborns' skulls are soft
and malleable, which allows the
growing brain to expand. The medical name is positional plagiocephaly, a condition some pediatricians had never heard of before
the nationwide "Back to Sleep"
campaign that started in 1994 to
reduce the risk of Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome. or SIDS.
Despite concerns over the rise

ed, says Dr. Louis Argenta, chairman of the plastic surgery department at Wake Forest University
and director of the North Carolina Center for Cleft and Craniofacial Deformities.
Lea Menchaca's plagiocephaly
was noticed at the age of three
months, when her father was
bathing her.
"He said, 'Her head's crooked,'
and I said it was no big deal,"
said Lea's mother, Traci Menchaca, 29, of Houston.
Menchaca had a cousin whose
baby was a stomach sleeper and
died of SIDS, so she was compulsive about making sure Lea,
now 2, and her older brother slept
on their backs. But she "com-

worst to needless tests, unnecespletely freaked out" when a pediatrician referred her to a neuro- sary operations and big expenses.
It sometimes is mistaken for a
surgeon and a pediatric plastic surfar less common but much more
geon.
The specialists identified the serious problem called craniosynproblem and recommended a DOC ostosis, in which bones in the
Band, an open-topped helmet skull fuse prematurely. In that conapproved in 1998 for treating pla- dition, surgery is usually recommended to allow proper brain
giocephaly.
The manufacturer, Cranial Tech- growth.
nologies Inc. of Phoenix, says the
The American Academy of Pedinumber of patients wearing the atrics is preparing a statement aimed
helmets has more than doubled at helping doctors distinguish the
since they became widely avail- two conditions.
able nationwide in 1997. Last year,
Argenta says parents who carry
2,144 were used, at a cost of their infants around all day in
about $3,000 each, said spokes- portable car seats contribute to the
woman Julie Adams.
problem, giving the babies' skulls
Usually harmless and easily little chance to maintain a roundtreated, plagiocephaly has led at ed shape.
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From Page 1
release ut medical information
about him, thus invading his privacy.
Watters took a doctor-ordered
medical leave last July, then took
more time off under the federal
Family Medical Leave Act. He
was fired Jan. 18, the day he
returned to work, because of his
questioning of the Medicare billing
issue and his leave, he claims.
The firing constitutes wrongful
termination and a violation of the
state whistleblower act, Watters
claims in the new lawsuit.
In the response t9„ the federal
lawsuit, Poston and the hospital's
attorney denied all of the allegations or claimed insufficient knowledge to reply to them.
Watters is asking for an unspecified amount of punitive damages,
attorney's fees, a jury trial and
recovery of lost wages, benefits
and personal property.
Among the latter is a $6,000
performance bonus from the 199899 fiscal year that Watters claims
he is entitled to, but the hospital
refuses to give him, thereby breaching his contract.
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According to the Ross Laboratories Breastfeeding survey, 50.2
percent of new Kentucky mothers
said they breastfed in 1998, compared to 42.4 percent the previous year.
"I see an increase, especially
among younger women, in the
number of women breastfeeding,"
Davis said. "I stress the advantages to those I teach.
"I like to teach breastfeeding
before the baby is born, usually
during the eighth month of pregnancy," she said. "I cover things
like milk production, supply and
demand and jaundice."
In addition to classes at the health
department, Davis also provides
one-on-one assistance in the home.
The American Academy of Pediatrics claims breastmilk is the best
food for infants, providing complete nutrition for about the first
six months of life, as Well as providing immunities to many common illnesses.
Babies who are breastfed have
lower rates of death, meningitis,
childhood leukemia and other cancers, diabetes, respiratory illness,
bacterial and viral infections, diarrheal disease, ear aches, allergies,
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Anderson and other hospital
staff are available to assist at the
hospital, and Anderson offers help
once the new mother goes home.
Anderson praised local obstetricians and nurse practitioners for
their role in breastfeeding awareness.
"They are very helpful in fielding questions," she. said.
About 40 percent of the maternity patients at MCCH opt for
breastfeeding, a number that Anderson said hasn't really changed.
"I think the reason the number
isn't higher is that a lot of women
work and know they will have to
return, so they start feeding a bottle," she said. "Everyone assumes
breastfeeding will work perfectly
and that the baby will do it right.
That is not true.
"Breastfeeding is about 80 percent mental and 20 percent skill.
If you want to do it, we can work
with you,". she said.
Having a good doctor can help
with the success of breastfeeding,
as will a supportive family, Anderson said.
"Families can do a lot to persuade...or dissuade," she said. :
(For more information aboW
the World Walk for Breastfeeding,
call Debbie Cornwell at 270-5341503.)
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(Information gatheredfrom logs, reports and/or citationsfrom respec:
BLOWS Cable Away!
months ago, has asked to have
live agenies.)
unused money returned. Other
DIGITAL 100 PLAN
grants at issue:
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--$170,000 held by the Elizabethtown and Oldham County
school districts. Payments to an
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Atlanta-based training consultant,
The National Faculty, were routed through the two local districts.
—$104,000 remaining from a
$169,612 grant to Ohio Valley
Educational Cooperative in Shelbyville. OVEC also was used to
make payments to The National
Faculty. The department's top
administrators actually are employees of OVEC, which contracts
their services to the state.
—$102,000 held by Kentucky
:Valley Educational Cooperative in
Hazard. The grant was for principal academies. The only expenditure was the co-op's $5,000
administrative fee, ostensibly leaving $97,000. Hatchett's report said.
Kimbrough pleaded guilty to a
federal embezzlement charge. She
is to be sentenced Aug. 18.
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FROM OUR READERS

should
move facility

MSU

Dear Editor:
We now understand how important city - councils are to protecting the American way of life.
The Murray City Council represents the grassroots
of this community.
We do not believe Murray State University used
reasonable judgment when deciding to locate a
fecal processing plant with a permit to import and
compost 10,000 tons of rotting animal feces annually inside the city limits of Murray.
The facility is sited 170 feet from a recreational
facility open to the public, close to a church and

residential area. It is unfortunate that Murray State
did not present the city planning and zoning commission with a proposal for their review and recommendation prior to this siting.
It is not right for a public-funded state university to be allowed to continue to operate a facility which completely destroys the value of their
neighbors property, damages the health of the
unsuspecting public and forces "we the people" to
endure odorous air that is unhealthy to breathe.
We would like to thank the Murray City Council for having the courage to use their power of
persuasion by voting to write MSU a letter asking them to close the facility at this location and
move the operation to a remote area.
James Sullivan
1647 N. 16th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Gore, Dems try to steal show
Al
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
Gore is trying to slow George W.
Bush's steady climb with constant
critiques of the Republican presidential ticket, prompting some
Democrats to worry that such negative tactics might backfire.
Gore allies say they're just trying to steal some of Bush's spotlight, an age-old counter-convention strategy.
Indeed, the Democratic National Committee plans to air its first
negative Bush ad next week, spending about $3.5 million in 17 states
to criticize his record as Texas
governor, Democratic Party sources
said Saturday.
"You're always looking to throw
the opposition off message, always
looking to grab a news cycle or
two. If you do that on one issue,
it's worth your time," said Jim
Ruvolo, former .state party chairman in Ohio.
With that philosophy in mind,
Gore and his political team accused
Bush of Mismanaging a Texas budg
et that is awash with surpluses.
They questioned his vice presidential selection process, though
it yielded a candidate that has
done the GOP ticket no obvious
harm.
And they attacked Dick Cheney's
conservative voting record in Congress, failing to mention similarities with Gore's own history.
The tactics put Cheney and
Bush on the, defensive this week,
but even some Democrats wonder
whether Gore is trying too hard.
Relax, they say, the Democratic presidential convention opens
Aug. 14 in Los Angeles — and
Gore will get his chance to shine.
"I think they ought to just ride
this through.
"There's nothing much you can
do so it's rather foolhardy to try
too hard," said Democratic consultant Bill Carrick of Los Angeles.
"I find this spin about the process
that Bush used to pick Cheney
quite meaningless.
"What does it mean? You can
disagree with Cheney and pick on
his voting record — that's fair
game ,— but I think in the end
of the game the process is defined
by the outcome," Crick said.
Paul Blanchard, a political sci-

AP ANALYSIS
RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Writer
ence professor and Democrat from
Kentucky, said local party readers
are also making a tough case
against Bush-Cheney.
"I sense that reflects some desperation," Blanchard said.
The Gore people "seem to be
thinking that this might be their
only chance to make some effective shots at George W., but I
don't think any of this is going
to have an impact."
Kentucky is a battleground state
won in 1992 and 1996 by President Clinton. Bush campaigned
there, Saturday, buoyed by polls
showirtrhim with an 'edge over
Gore. .
Surveys- show -Bush widening
his lead heading into the convention here.
Two polls give him a doubledigit margin, though others show
it closer.
Republicans and Democrats alike
said they suspect that Bush benefited from the blffiket coverage
of his running mate search.
They gave the Texan's campaign credit for keeping interest
high with a series of leaks and
signals.
Once the decision was made,
Gore pounced.
The pick "reinforces in people
certain things about George W. Bush
—, that he's a lot more conservative than he's telling people, that
he is beholden to the special interests of his own party and that his
entire compassionate conservative
campaign slogan is merely a hollow" bromide," said spokesman
Chris Lehane.
Backing up their point, Gore's
team said:
— Bush oversaw a budget shortfall as Texas' governor.
It's true that spending exceeded estimates in two programs, but
even with the "shortfall" the Texas
budget has a surplus of more than
$1 billion.
— Cheney opposed abortion in

Congress, and voted against federal funding of abortions even in
cases of rape, incest or when a
woman's life is in danger.
True. It is also a fact that Gore's
abortion views grew more liberal
in the late 1980s as he sought
public office.
According to the National Right
to Life Committee, Gore and
Cheney voted the same way 13
out of 14 times on abortion during their overlapped tenure in Congress.
— Cheney opposed gun controls,
including bans on imports of plastic guns that could be smuggled
past metal detectors.
True. But it also is a fact that
Gore received the highest rating
possible from the National Rifle
Association in the 1980s.
— Cheney supported high gas
prices by urging OPEC to curtail
its oil output. Gore aides backed
up the charge with a 1999 Cheney
quote: "I've been struck by the
extent OPEC seems to have gotten its act together," Cheney said.
The Bush campaign said oil
prices were low at the time and
_Cheney was...talking *UR his energy business, Halliburton Co., to
business types.
To put the quote in context,
the Texan's campaign found a comment by Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson, a Gore ally, who said
at the same time: "We feel that
lower oil prices are good for consumers, but we recognize they can
have a negative impact domestically on some of our friends like
Venezuela and Mexico."
"They're,. grasping at straws,"
said Bush spokesman Dan Bartleti
But Gore's campaign is not the
only negative one.
Cheney said Saturday he won't
be a "slash and burn artist," then
quickly called President Clinton
an "embarrassment for the country."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 26 - Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden, on breakdown of Camp David peace talks:
That Israelis and Palestinians would be incapable of bridging a deep and mutual mistrust was
included in the presumptions when the Camp David
peace talks started.
Still the failure is a big disappointment for all
those who had hoped for a definitive breakthrough
for peace. To paint in dark colors is now a temptation which should be avoided.
The negotiatio% have failed, but that is far
from the same thing as to say that the whole
process has been sunk.
Disappointmedts and setbacks have always been
part of the attempts at reaching a peace in the
Middle East.
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Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times. P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also he faxed to
(270) 753-1927.

The Israelis and the Palestinians came to Camp
David on the initiative of the United States. (U.S.)
President Bill Clinton took a risk, well aware of
the gap between the two sides.
But he should not be criticized for this.
On the contrary. Clinton has made an absolutely necessary effort to get Israelis and Palestinians
nearer to each other.
According to Bill Clinton, big and unprecedented achievements have been made.
Is this enough to bring the negotiations further
to a happy end? Everything depends on the political will of the respective camps.
The reactions during the next days can be a
determining factor whether the setback at Camp David
was a coincidence or not.

WALTER L. APPERSON

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor

Publisher

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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All about 'Five Wishes'
"I'd like to have a good death,
like my Uncle Stanley, who was
89 years old. He got up one
morning, put his fishing cap on
and got his fishing pole. He
walked into the bedroom where
his wife was asleep in bed, and
he said, 'Oh, Bessie, you look so
pretty.' He laid his pole up against
the bed and then lay down beside
her and died. And I just thought,
'If you were going to go, that was
a good way to go."
That's Normandi Ellis, a writer
from Frankfort at a roundtable discussion on End of Life issues.
Ms. Ellis and about 18 other
participants recently attended a
workshop in Faubush.
Attendees talked about wishes
they have for their own end of
life, a technique based on a program called "Five Wishes," that
helps people specify advance directives that ensure quality of life
right up to the end.
Most of the wishes expressed
in my group were simple and
touching.
Such as the woman from
Louisville who recounted a memorable incident. "I have an erit
of life story I'd really like to emiilate," she began.
"When the Breeders Cup was
here several years go, there was
a big ball one night and Mr. Walker had gotten up and danced with
someone and then he sat down
and went to sleep. I think I would
like to end on a note like that."
After a pause for reflection, the
next speaker declared, "I want to
go with her."
That's how it is with End of
Life discussions. Just when you
are on the verge of tears over
some touching disclosure, someone offers a wry observation that
makes everyone laugh out loud.
Another example is the nun
from Mount Loretto, who begins
her statement in a hushed, solemn
tone: "I'd like to think that I'm
ready to go, and by that I mean
sort of peaceful accepting that this
is the time and that there won't
be a lot of grief; that it's just one
step in the process. It's kind of
like going to the other side and
that life continues and that it will
just be."
Then she looks up at the rest
of us and adds with a sigh, "I'd
love to think that I was caught
up with everything, with no•unfinished business that has to be done."
Again, laughter and heads nod-

‘IN STREET

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
ding in agreement. None of us
want to leave loose ends.
Discussion of living wills and
durable power of attorney follows.
One woman offers advice from
her own experience: "All of these
things that we talk about, the very
practical things that we talk about,
you can designate a lot of those
if you have a will, a living will
and a durable power of attorney.
And my husband and I did that
a few years ago because we only
have one child. We didn't want
her to have to bear a lot of undue
stress about making decisions."
The woman explains how it
works in her situation: "In the
community I'm from, cremation
is not a popular idea. And that
was something we chose. My
daughter doesn't have to worry
about defending that. If there are
things like that you really want,
spell them out. Legally. And
nobody can undo them."
Being prepared - financially,
legally, emotionally and spiritually - is a recurring theme in End
of Life discussions. Loss of independence is another thread running through the talk. Participants
express fears about spending their
last days in nursing homes, or
other institutional settings. The high
cost of end of life health care is
mentioned repeatedly.
One woman's voice trembles as
she talks of two elderly acquaintances who require round-the-clock
care as they near the end of their
lives.
"They would both be in nursing homes if they didn't have family and money," the woman
declares. "Most of us, or a lot of
us don't have that. I don't. If I
get to that point, I'm going to
wind up in a nursing home and
that scares me. We need to do
more to get the nursing homes to
be more compassionate, better
staffed,just make them better places
for people like me who are going
to wind up there."
Jean St. John, of Covington,
has a unique solution to that problem.
friend in Seattle,"
"I have

she says. "And we have great
images of us growing old as performers in the nursing home circuit. We have plans to tour the
nursing homes."
She goes on to describe a scene
from the film, "Cocoon."
-There were all those old people dancing to this ballroom music,
and they're all so graceful. I think
about us growing old and it's not
going to be ballroom music. It's
gonna be rock and roll, and we'll
be out there and it won't be easy.
Those are the images that stay in
my mind."
If you are interested in knowing mpre about "Five Wishes,"
visit the website at www.agingwithdignity.org.
The Five Wishes let your family and doctors know about crucial end of life wishes:
If you are interested in knowing more about "Five Wishes,"
visit the website at www.agingwithdignity.org. The Five Wishes let your family and doctors
know about crucial end of life
wishes:
I. Which person you want to
make health care decisions for you
if you are unable to make them
for yourself.
2. The kind of medical treatment you want or don't want.
3. How comfortable you want
to be,
4. How you want people to
treat you.
5. What you want your loved
ones to know.
This is one of a series of End
of Life articles associated with a
year-long
partnership
project
involving Constance Alexander,
WKMS-FM, and the Department
of Nursing at Murray State University.
The project,"Promises to Keep,"
is associated with Sound Partners
for Community Health, a program
of the Benton Foundation, funded
by The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, which is dedicated to
improving health and health care
for all Americans.
Additional funding comes from
the Kentucky Arts Council.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
When the Kentlicky Commission on Human Rights
was created 40 years ago, this was a very different state. The issues to be confronted then were
straightforward ones associated with legal bars to
racial equality.
•
Years of reform followed — and laws were
passed to end legal discrimination. And the human
rights commission was usually in the middle of
this effort, conducting hearings, issuing reports and,
on occasion, penalizing those who persisted in violating the law.
On the occasion of the commission's 40th
anniversary, it's worth remembering that much work
remains undone, and that many inequities remain
to be rectified. In an interview with The CourierJournal, Dr. Blaine Hudson, the historian, noted
that some believe there are areas in which the
commission could be more aggressive — notably
in addressing the educational achievement gap
between white and black students. That is why
the commission is important in the life of our
state.
Suzy Post, director of the Louisville Metropolitan Housing Coalition, asserts that while the commission may not make as much difference as it
might. "it makes as much difference as it can
make."
That difference is felt in the workplace, where
employees know they have a recourse if they experience discrimination. And it is felt in housing,
when tenants or potential homebuyers fear that
they are being denied equal access.
The creation of a civil rights hall of fame is
an appropriate way to mark the strides that have
been made. It will provide recognition of the brave
people who have pushed for change, sometimes at
great personal cost.
The State Journal, Frankfort
More than a decade ago, when the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers decided to abandon the system of Kentucky River locks and dams above
Frankfort it had built and maintained for well over
a century, two main arguments were put forth for
the state to assume ownership and responsibility
for those locks and dams
The most important argument was that the sys-

tem is critical to maintaining stable pools of water
between the dams, and that water supply is essential to a large portion of the population along the
river, including the city,of Lexington.
As we have found in recent years, the river's
importance as a source of water is even more
important than anyone thought at the time of the
debate over the fate of the locks and dams. The
Kentucky River Authority, which ultimately assumed
responsibility for the system, currently is studying
ways of raising some of the dams to impound
greater amounts of water to serve Lexington's
needs sduring times of severe drought of the kind
Central Kentucky experienced in 1999.
A secondary argument in favor of state control
of the system involves use of the scenic Kentucky
River as a recreation and tourism resource unique
in this area of the state. The locks and dams are
the key to keeping the river open to pleasure
boaters for almost all of its length.
Recently the Corps of Engineers approved a
controversial permit for construction of a 632-foot
marina on the river. near Harrodsburg between
Locks 6 and 7.
Opponents of the marina make the argument
that it is across the river from picturesque CumAnins Falls and in the most scenic portion of the
river, the Palisades with towering limestone cliffs
and some of the most diverse plant and animal
life in the state.
The very nature of the Palisades is the reason
it has the potential for becoming a popular tourist
and recreation area. The proposed marina will have
space for up to 50 boats along with an adjacent
campground. In granting the permit, the corps
found the proposal will have "minimal effect" on
the river.
Opponents, of course, disagree.
While we don't want to see the Palisades turned
into a 'speedway for jet skis and powerboats, we
also believe it is only realistic to expect the most
scenic parts of the river to be made available to
the public. The pioneers who first looked in awe
at the Palisades from their canoes more than 200
years ago must now give way to modern men and
women who will be just as awed from the decks
of their houseboats and pontoons.
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Allies attest to Bush's leadership

DEATHS
Winburn C. Alton
Winburn C. Alton, 94, Main Street, Hazel, died Monday, July 31, 2000,
at 6:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A self-employed farmer, he was a member of Hazel United Methodist
Church. Born Nov. 30, 1905, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Joe Alton and Betty White Alton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lee Odell Dodd Alton, to whom he
was married April 5, 1930; three daughters, Mrs. Jeannine Futrell and husband, George, Gallatin, Tenn., Mrs. Fredda Jordy, Puryear, Tenn., and
Mrs. Sherry Gann, Hazel; three sons, Hilton Dwain Alton and wife, Della,
California. Jan Ray Alton, Beaufort, N.C., and Gerald Alton and wife,
Mary. Kingston, Tenn.; 15 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren; three
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Local group attends
ADA celebrations
A group of local persons attended the Kentucky's American with
Disabilities Act's 10th anniversary
celebrations held in Bardstown and
Frankfort.
This group was known as the
"Freedom Riders." Attending from
this area were Stephanie Cunningham, and Danny and Anetta
Perry, all of Murray. Barbara Motts
of Almo, and John Olsson of Fulton.
Kentucky's ADA Celebration
started with a youth conference
followed by a Torch Relay in
Noble Park, Paducah, July 15.
On July 16, the torch was carried to Bardstown with a celebration

outside the courthouse on July 17.
The group then on July 17 went
to Louisville, and then to Covington and Harlan where the group
spent the night.
Celebrations were held July 18
in Harlan, Whitley City and Corbin
where more Freedom Riders joined
the group. After Corbin the group
went to Lexington for a celebration on July 19 before going to
Frankfort for the ADA celebration
in the rotunda of the state capitol.
For more information about the
ADA call Pamela Wallace, state
ADA coordinator, at 1-877-4232933.

Carter family reunion held
The descendants of Elidge David Leon Lamb, Mary Harper, Jim and
Carter and Ada Carter met July Betty Carter, Greg and Seth Carter,
22 for their annual reunion at Andrew Carter, Thomas Hassel
Lamb, Talmadge and Ruth Agnes
Farmington Community House.
at
Riley, Pattie Cooper, Bill and Barserved
meal
was
potluck
A
bara Carter Whitlow, Dot Guthrie,
noon.
Those present were the fol- Ruth Hayden, Harry Cotham and
Homer and Mary Lamb.
lowing:
This reunion is held each year
James and Ann Cooper. J.T.
and Helen Tidwell, Myrtle Byrd, on the fourth Saturday of July.

Local resident accepted
for admission to FHU
Josh Herndon of Murray has
been accepted for admission to
Freed-Hardeman University for this
fall, according to Wayne Scott,
FHU vice president for enrollment
management.
Herndon, a graduate of Calloway County High, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Herndon.
New students will report to
Freed-Hardeman Aug. 19 for a period of orientation and to register
for classes. FHU is expecting another record enrollment this fall,
said Scott.
Freed-Hardeman University is a
private, residential, liberal arts university associated with the
Churches of Christ and has an enrollment of almost 2,000 students.
The purpose of the university is
to provide every student an undergraduate or graduate education per,meated with Christian values.
It is dedicated to instilling moral
and spiritual values, maintaining
academic excellence and encouraging service in a friendly and supportive environment.

Freed-Hardeman University is
accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to
award bachelor and master's degrees.
vyr-c
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Mixing politics and patriotism, Republicans turned to a trio of wartime
heroes to offer convention testimonials for Texas Gov. George W.
Bush — untested on the world
stage — and energize voters with a
call to keep America the strongest
country in the world.
Former Bush challenger John
McCain, one-time GOP presidential nominee Bob Dole and retired
Gen. Norman . chwarzkopf, commander of the war against Iraq,
stepped forward for the second
night of the Republican's convention gala. McCain came with a
message of unity and reconciliation, saying in a prepared speech "it
is my time to serve" his former rival.
Delegates wildly cheered another veteran, retired Gen. Colin
Powell, as he praised Bush on
Monday night for bridging racial
divides and improving schools in
Texas. But Powell also took Republicans to task for missing no opportunity to "roundly and loudly
condemn affirmative action."
Powell said the GOP must reach
out to minorities — "and not just
during an election-year campaign.
My friends, if we're serious about
this, it must be a sustained effort."
Bush, slowly making his way to
Philadelphia on a bus trip through
five states, tantalized the convention with a brief speech, beamed to
the convention hall by satellite
from Westerville, Ohio. Ahead in
the polls, Bush said he was "traveling through states that Democrats
won in the last few elections. But
not this time. Not this year." He
will lay claim to the nomination
Thursday night.
The governor also hinted that
Powell, the only black to serve as
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, would get a job in his administration. Powell is a leading
candidate to be Bush's secretary of
state. "I hope his greatest service to
America might still lie ahead," the
governor said.
Powell, appearing on CNN's
"Larry King Live," said he was
"not trolling for a job." But he also
said that "of course I would consider a cabinet position or any position in the government that a president was to offer me." He said he
had not discussed the matter with

Bush or his staff.
On ABC's "Good Morning
America" show Tuesday. Powell
said that same consideration would
be given to any job offer from
Democrat Al Gore should he win
the presidency.
"If he were the president, I
would have to take it under serious
consideration," Powell said, referring to Gore. "I've had conversations with President Clinton like
this. I elected not to accept some of
the offers that were out there but
you always have to listen when a
president comes to you ...."
Democrats tried to deflate the
impact of Powell's address and
steal attention from the convention.
Civil rights leader Jesse Jackson
said there was a "tremendous gap
between the personal virtues and
values of Colin Powell and the
policies of the Republican Party."
Jackson said the delegates
"would not dare embarrass" Powell
but that neither George W. Bush
nor his brother Florida Gov. Jeb
Bush would support affirmative action in their states. Democrats also
were unveiling another television
ad critical of Bush. The new spot,
on health care, is pan of a $3.5 million, 17-state one-week blitz.
Bush's wife, Laura, a former librarian and the mother of their twin
girls, also took a star turn on opening night, admitting that she was a
little overwhelmed with her primetime speech. But she went on to
praise her husband as a consensus
builder between Republicans and
Democrats who "shares credit and
he doesn't cast blame...
"He sets a tone that's positive
and constructive, a tone that's very
different from the bitterness and the
division that too often characterized
Washington D.C.," Texas' first
lady said.
Delegates gushed about her address. "It seemed like it came from
the heart," said Diane Adams, Republican national committeewoman
from Indiana. "And when you talk
about somebody you love, it's easy

night in a convention tribute to former Republican presidents. Nancy
Reagan was flying in from California to stand in for her husband, suffering from Alzheimer's disease.
McCain, Bush's most vigorous
primary challenger, came to the
convention with a unity speech. A
draft of his remarks linked
McCain's grandfather, a World
War II admiral, with former President Bush, a World War II Navy
pilot.
"Many years ago, the governor's
father fought for our country, with
distinction, under the command of
my grandfather," McCain says.
"Now it is my turn to serve under
the son of my grandfather's subordinate." McCain himself is a war
hero, who withstood 5 1/2 years of
captivity during the Vietnam War.
McCain's words were fardifferent from those he used in the heat
of the primary campaign when he
accused Bush of taking the "low
road" and pandering to anti-Catholic and religious right sentiments.
McCain's prepared remarks
called for "government reform" in
general, but made no direct mention of his bid to overhaul election

finance laws — the jssue that divides McCain from Bush and other
GOP leaders.
Republican strategists say Bush
has to use the convention to persuade Americans that he can lead
the whole country, not just the state
of Texas, and has what it takes to
deal with international problems.
That's where testimonials from respected veterans such as Dole, who
was gravely wounded in World
War II, and Schwarzkopf, could
help.
Powell drew perhaps his biggest
applause when he said Bush would
follow the example set by Presidents Reagan and Bush in making
sure the nation remained strong
militarily.
Hewing to the carefully calculated script of moderation and tolerance, the speakers' lineup on the
second night of the convention also
included Rep. Jim Kolbe of Arizona, the only openly gay Republican in Congress, Condoleezza Rice.
the black woman who is Bush's
chief foreign policy adviser, and
Elizabeth Dole, the former Cabinet
member who briefly ran for the
GOP nomination herself.
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753-7401

for it to come from the heart."
Bush's parents, former President
Bush and his wife Barbara, beamed
smiles from their VIP seats. Bush
running mate Dick Cheney also
was on hand to cheer and got a salute from Powell, who served under
Cheney when he was secretary of
defense.
Former Presidents Bush and
Ford take the spotlight Tuesday

won., edwardpnes corn

EdwardJones
Serving Individual Investors Since 1871

SUBSCRIBE

N.A.•

Investments Since 18,54.

Stock Market Report

,

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.......10548.72 + 26.74 Intel
33% unc Kroger
Air Products
LG & E
e.
AT&T
Lucent Tech
40
+3
1.
Bell South
Mattel
35'4
Briggs & Stratton
McDonalds
• ta•
Bristol Myers Squibb
Merck
a.
52%.
Daimler Chrysler
Microsoft
3
teri:'
34
Foods
Dean
J.C. Penney
80% +34 Pfizer, Inc.
Exxon-Mobil
20%.+s+. Quaker Oats
Firstar
46%. unc Schering-Plough
Ford Motor
:
. Sears
52%4-7
General Electric
/
2 Texaco
57%4-1
General Motors
+'. Time Warner
Goodrich
19% -% Union Planters
*ZIN+ Goodyear
916 B 9'1A UST
HopFed Bank*
',4.:;1„,ki+.
M D.-% Wal-Mart
IBM
39%. +%. Worldcom Inc
Ingersoll Rand
-

fi;s9

srm

READ THE
TODAY
PAGES!

k.`

woman's
work...

A

32%.+%
71S/.'
+ 12
69% -%
167/.+5/.
4416 +%
66'/.
44%.+ 1
29%+'.
49% +IL
76%
28% unc
141
/
2 unc

Sometimes I think a woman spends
her whole life taking care of others.
Since Jim's been in the hospital. I feel
like I've been living for two people.

se..1

Now that he's coming home, I'm going
to set some help. When they asked me

38% -%

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - pre unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

•i

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
66% -34
2016 +3*
24%.
44%. +%.

who I wanted to supply the hospital bed
and respiratory equipment.
I said,

HIWARD
DONS

"Holland Medical':

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. P4iIiiaqd. WI— Lyons, Inc.• Member NYSE and SIPC

•••

Take Us Up On A Great Rate!

25h,

00'
10

APY*

MON

Take your earnings UP with this
short-term, high-interest CD.
Call or come by our office today!

901 -641 -6400

T

HS

FB

FirstBank
Where You Matter Most

S5,000 sistrairs dsposs owed Pen* to laity vothavad Maui Perorates
%Id WTI is Irmo ashf *Amon doie ond a *Kt to change oithout mks

1068 Mineral Wells Ave • Paris, TN

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270153-1465
Toll Free: 1-8002274125

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270.442.6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

I'm still taking care of him, but at least, .
for the kind of help I need at home,
all I have to do is say,

"Holland.

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Accredited by the
Joint Commission on
the Acereditation of
Healthcare
Organizations

I

d'tkl4affii IIW•12 %
Mose'FM( bled %MI larle

Holland Medical is accredited, and has
'round the clock service, so I don't have to
feel that I'm in this by myself

Holland Medical Equipment
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CLASS REUNION...Pictured at the reunion of the Murray High School Class of 1960 were the female graduates
left) and the male graduates (above right).

MHS Class of 1960 has 40-year reunion
By SHARON STUBBLEFIELD
Class member
Murray High School class of
1960 held its 40-year reunion the
weekend of June 30. Of the 66
graduates, three are deceased, 34
were in attendance together with
spouses and companions. Fourteen
lonner classmates who had attended MIIS. but had not graduated
with the class, making a total of
69 represented.
The festivities began with an
informal event at 7 p.m. on June
30 at The Hut, now called 15th
and Olive.
At 10 a.m. July 1, we recon‘ened at the former Murray High
School building, now Murray Middle School, for a continental breakfast and a tour of the building,
hosted by MMS Principal Steve
Kroehler and Roy Weatherly,
teacher. According to some members. the 1960 class was the last
class to go grades 1 through 12
in one building.
The Saturday events continued
with a social from 1 to 4 p.m. at
the lake front home at Panorama
Shores of Bill and Kathy Koppeiud.
Saturday at 6 p.m. the group

met at Murray Woman's Club house
for an evening of reminiscing, dining, visiting and listening to the
tunes of the 1950s. A black 1957
Chevy was parked at the entry
driven by Ben Brumley.
As members descended the steps,
we were greeted by the 50s music
interspersed by the announcement
of local interest events from the
past involving favorite "hang outs"
and classmates. This tape had been
recorded by Ronnie Moore's brother, Gary, with facts provided by
Ronnie and Bill Kopperud. Special memorabilia and other items
were displayed along with vases
of flowers from the garden of Sandra Parks.
Vernon Stubblefield was emcee
along with his wife, Sharon Outland Stubblefield and Bill Kopperud. A special thank you was given
Donna Ruth Grogan Herndon for
sharing her poem. "The Metamorphois," written in memory of
her son, Roger, to be dedicated
as well in member of deceased
classmates: Dale Paschall, John
Sewell, Jimmy Wells and Sonya
Jones Speight.
Also special tapes by Mary
Leslie Erwin Malhame were shown.

The reunion committee was composed of Martha Lamb Woodruff,
Sandra Parks, Pat Rickman Page
and Doralyn Farmer Lanier who
were assisted by other class members.
The 34 graduates and spouses
attending were the following:
Ben Brumley and wife, Judy,
Billy Dan Crouse and wife, Jennifer, Max Fitts and wife, Pattie,
Doralyn Beth Farmer Lanier, Donna
Ruth Grogan Herndon and husband, Woody,
Bill Kopperud and wife. Kathy,
Betty Carol Lassiter, David Miller
and wife, Meredith, Billy Rue Nix
and wife, Janice, Rebecca Outland
Urban, Donald Roach, Rita White
Carson and husband, Jimmy, and
Fredda Kay Workman Rogers, all
of Murray;
Mary Frank Holcomb Valentine
and husband. Buddy, Almo; Garry
Houston and wife, Pat, Paducah;
Ronnie Shelton, Mayfield; Vernon
Shaw Stubblefield and Sharon OutStubblefield, Richmond;
land
Tommy Shirley and wife. Sharon,
Benton;
Katie Bailey Mader and husband,
Russ, Pennsylvania; Mary Leslie
Erwin Malhame, New Jersey; Steve

New Beginninge
gricial

BIRTHS

Advanced Program

We are pleased
to have these
couples registered
through our
Bridal Registry.
Mandy Jones * Billy Nored
Brenda Scarbrough * Richard Baillie
Dawna & Lamont Copeland
Donna Svift * Bryan Williams

Full Day
Openings
Now
Available

WAL*MART*

Ages 1 thru School Age
New Offering
Computer Orientation

R
SUPERCENTE
how
MVO,LOW IMUCES MVO,VOL

Jill Vincent-Ezell,
Owner/Director
1250B Center Dr.
Murray
759-1926

Hwy. 641 N.• Murray

Foust and wife, Maria, California.
Gail Houston Pappas and husband, George, Colorado; Jane
Hubbs Sparks and husband, Bill,
Donald Lockhart, and Carole Outland Gottman, all of Florida; Peggy
Kipp Payne and husband, Daniel.
Tennessee;
Martha Lamb Woodruff and husband, Chuck, Minnesota; Jerry Nelson, Arkansas; Pat Outland Thornton, Mississippi; Frank Rickman
and friend and Gerry Paschall
Scholes, Texas; Carmen Winning
Spencer, North Carolina.
Other classmates attending were
Anne Charlton, Melissa Henry
Easley, Jerry Key and wife, Charlotte, Sandra Parks, Pat Rickman
Page and Jerry Speight, husband
of deceased classmate Sonya Jones,
all of Murray;
David Buchanan, South Carolina; Sara Caldwell Harrell, Hazel;
Jerry Conner and wife, Carolyn,
Alabama; Roger Evans, North Carolina; Sara Faurot Hulse and husband, Fred, Missouri; Ronnie
Moore, Bowling Green, Frankie
Stubblefield and daughter, Jennye
Lou, Frankfort, and Millie Van
Meter Nunlist and husband, David,
California.

Cassie Elizabeth Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Scott B. Jones of 2076 Brooks Chapel Rd., Dexter,
are the parents of a daughter, Cassie Elizabeth Jones, born on Thursday, July 13, 2000, at 8:01 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Beth Lassiter. A brother is Johnathon E. Jones.
Grandparents are Mrs. Martha Lassiter and the Rev. Harold Lassiter of Almo and Steve and Sharon Lyons of Almo. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Clover Jones and the late Edward Jones of Almo.

MaKayla Elise Wadkins
LaDonna Wadkins of 98 Hilldale Ln., Apt. 504, Hardin, is the
mother of a daughter, MaKayla Elise Wadkins. born on Thursday,
June 29, 2000, at 8:33 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds one ounce and measured 19 1/2
inches. A brother is Austin Tyler Wadkins.
Grandparents are Wilma and Don Wadkins of Kirksey.

Hunter Wayne Gordon

4

IF- Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe, Jazz & Gymnastics
\
Boys and Girls Ages Three through Adult

REGISTRATION
Wed., Ang. 2nd
3 p.m.-7 p.m.

753-5352
If no answer: 753-7156

Mr. and Mrs. Michael W. Gordon of 1680 Charley Miller Rd.,
Almo, are the parents of a son, Hunter Wayne Gordon, born on Tuesday, July 25, 2000, at 10:54, p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Mindy M. Edwards. A sister is Haley
N. Gordon.
Grandparents are Elizabeth and Jerry Causey of Puryear, Tenn.,
Timothy Edwards of Almo, and Elaine Wyatt of Murray.

i & 903 Arcadia Circle, Murray, KY 42071
i
(

NEW SISTER...Kaytlynn Marie
Adams holds her baby sister, Alyssa Nikole Adams,
born Monday, July 17, 2000,
at 9:04 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed five pounds 14
ounces and Measured 19
inches. Their parents are
Craig and Heather Adams of
Rd.,
2390 Tucker-Garland
Kirksey. Grandparents are Pat
and Martha Adams, Murray,
Lucy and Ronnie Griggs, Dexter, and Rick and Cindy Riley,
Northern Kentucky.

Classes grouped for more individual instruction.

111%

Dance wear,shoes and accessories available.
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SIDEWALK SALE SPECIALS
Misc. Items from

$1 to $5 (Including Jeans!)
NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

I-1 0
Glendale & 4th St • Murray
OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
MEN'S,

WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S

No Roaming or Long Distance

010
OFF SUGG RET
DRESS & ATHLETIC

$35

1UP

SUMMER SHOES
Buy 2 pair at our
dicrountpd Price and
.At the 3rd pair FREE!

Children:7=S12"

CANVAS SHOES
s2"or

$
NIKE T-SHIRTS $7"
for F°
or 2 for $15"
AIEVV St-I/FPMENTS EVERY VVEEK!

2 Pair

DOC MARTENS • ECCO • COLE-HAHN • EZ SPIRITS • ROCKPORT

AND MANY, MANY OTHER NAME BRAND SHOES!!

150

minutes

$50
400 minutes

TRI-MODE DIGITAL
PHONE

$50 REBATE

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixieland Shopping Canter
(Schield Herd... on Chcestnut

et

767-9111
Avaiable on new one year service agreement Subject to credit check and approval Fee will be
Offer ends 8/31/03.
crte • • for earl termination of cootract Other restrictions ma a

While out driving through the Dexter and Almo area on Sunday afternoon, we were pleased to see the Almo Park developed for the children in the area still looking real good. The
homes in Almo all looked very well groomed.
When passing the Almo Church of Christ, noticed the "saying" on their neon sign. It reads "Forbidden Fruit Creates
Many Jams."
Also we visited the Brooks Chapel and Gordon Cemetery and
were pleased to see how well it is maintained. Just another
reminder to remember to send your contributions for the maintenance of a cemetery where your families are buried.

Interagency Council Wednesday
Calloway County Interagency Council will meet Wednesday at
11:30 a.m. for lunch at Dutch Essenhaus. Sherri Holbrook of Teen
Stream will speak at noon. This is open to representatives of all
local helping agencies.

Depression Group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie
at 753-9015.

Diabetes program planned
A two-day course on diabetes self-management will be for persons with diabetes on Thursday and Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Pre-registration is required by contacting Certified Diabetes
Educator Ann Ingle RN, CDE at 762-1398.

Story Hours on Wednesday
Calloway County Public Library will have Parents and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hour for children, ages 3 to 7, at 10:30 a.m.
on Wednesday. For more information call Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, at 753-2288.

Bass 'N Gals will meet
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'N Gals Club will meet Wednesday at
6 p.m. at Tom's Grille, Murray.

West View plans events
Special events planned for the residents of West View Nursing
Home include MSU Time at 6:30 tonight (Tuesday); Bible Class
at 10 a.m. and Resident Council at 2 p.m. Wednesday; Balloon
Toss at 10 a.m., Gospel Hour at 10:35 a.m. and Bingo at 2 p.m.
Thursday.

Aging study will be tonight
The second session of the "Study on Aging" will be tonight
(Tuesday) from 7 to 8 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church.
Betty Boston, a Murray financial consultant, will speak on "Making Retirement Affordable: Financial Planning." This is sponsored
by the United Methodist Women and all interested persons are
invited.

Recording star Hamby will speak
Steve Hamby, country gospel recording artist, will be guest
speaker at 7 p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South 15th Streets, Murray. Hamby gave
up a I5-year career in music to become a laymen working for the
church. The public is invited to attend.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the senior citizens area of Weaks Community
Center. This will be dues night and a guest speaker will be present. The SOS is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never
married. For information call Margaret at 759-3950. Wendell at
759-0625 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Faxon-Almo breakfast planned
The Faxon-Almo Fellowship breakfast will be Wednesday at 8
a.m. at Green Horse Cafe, Murray. This is for any person and their
spouses or friends who have ever attended either Faxon or Almo
school. For more information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops
in Augusts. Wednesday stops will be at Murray Save-A-Lot from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.; Thursday stops will be
at Kirksey Post Office from fi:JO to 11:30 a.m. and Crawford Service Station, Lynn Grove, from 1 to 3 p.m.

Clothing drive planned
Blood River Baptist Association will have a clothing drive for
the Migrant Ministry starting Monday and continuing through Aug.
4. Clothing (men's only) may be taken to the Baptist Student
Union at the corner of Waldrop and Chestnut Streets, Murray, or
to the associational office at Hardin. For information call 437-4203.

Healthcare screening
planned here Aug. 4
The Department of Veterans
Affairs Middle Tennessee Healthcare System will hold a free health
screening clinic on Friday, Aug.
4, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Murray State University Regional
Special Events Center.
All military veterans are welcome and encouraged to attend
this health screening which will
include blood pressure, height and
weight,cholesterol(no need to fast),
nutrition counseling, medication
counseling, oral cancer screen, as

well as information regarding eligibility and women's health services.
Tetanus shots and the pneumonia vaccine, will be offered.
Veterans who have not previously received care at a VA Medical Center should bring a copy
of their DD-214 or discharge paper.
For more information call
Daythel Turley, commander of Post
6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars,
phone 753-9472.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL
41,ASSI FIED Al) HATES

7534916

$6.75 Column hick,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
!All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Lne Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper iTues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $250 extra for blind box ads

010

010
UPI
Nodes

CCO

Just Say "Charge It" =,

020

060

The Finance and Administration Cabinet of
Kentucky desires to lease approximately
2,300 square feet of office space with 9
reserved parking spaces to be located in
Murray, Kentucky. Preference will be provided to properties located in proximity to
the Calloway County Courthouse.
Proposals for existing property must designate the type of building and street address
of the property; the name, address, and
phone number of the property owner; the
date of availability; and a scaled or dimensioned floor plan showing the interior layout
of the existing building to include walls,
doors, windows, columns, and any other
structural considerations that may affect
design of the interior space.
Proposals for new construction must include
the name, address, and phone number of the
property owner; the date of availability; verification that the property is properly zoned
for the proposed use; a scaled plot of the site
identifying the location of the proposed building and parking area(s) with a vicinity map
indicating the location of the site; and a
scaled or dimensioned floor plan showing the
exterior layout of the proposed building to
include walls, doors, windows, columns, and
any other structural considerations that may
affect design of the interior space.
Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 10:30 a.m. Monday,
August 21, 2000, and must be sent to:
Division of Real Properties, RE: PR4535, ATTN: Leasing Branch, Bush
Building,3rd Floor,403 Wapping Street,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-2607. (FAX
responses will not be accepted.)
All responses received will be publicly
opened and read at the above designated
time. Note: If you plan to attend the bid
opening and have a disability which requires
accommodation by the Division of Real
Properties, please contact our office by
Friday. August 18. 2000 to permit us to make
reasonable arrangements.
Any property selected for lease must meet
OSHA specifications, as well as ADA guidelines and all applicable building codes as
enforced by the Division of Building Codes
Enforcement.
Arrangements will be made to view all properties meeting the general specifications of
this lease project. A representative of the
Leasing Branch will contact you so that an
appointment can be made to inspect the proposed facility. For any additional information, contact Brien Hoover of the Division of
Real Properties at 502/564-2319 ext. 235.

AAA Mini
Storage
on Diuguid Dr.
Sale is on
Aug. 5th
9 a.m.
for the following
storage units:
#5, 8, 49 & 51.

New Life
Bookstore
Aezdoef,

Sale
7/24 - 8/5
Court Square

County Line
Produce
Peaches-N-Cream
Corn
Yellow & White Corn
Hwy. 121 N.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Murray
1301 N. 12th St.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
489-2211

Lost and Found
MISSING . Justice Road
area. Black & brown make
up box. Jewelry inside.
Reward offered.
1-800-232-0222 Ike or
Loraine.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
Make
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BODACIOUS
Yellow
Sweet Corn. Ready Now!
$1.50/ dozen. 3mi. North of
Murray. Call 753-3113 to
place order.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Crawford's Bar-B-Que is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9 p.m.
Lunch from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dine In or Take Out
Delicious Pork Bar-B-Que, Ribs, Chicken,
Tenderloin & Custom Barbecuing

Crawford's Baraiue

ATLANTA Based Property
Management Company.
Looking for full time
Leasing
Consultant.
Please fax work history to:
Cammie 270-759-3005.
EOE.

Tree ripened from

Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
at the Blondie

McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North
Tentative Schedule.
Most days of week, weather permitting
Arrival approx. 10:30 a.m.
Selling until 7 p.m. if necessary

ARE You connected'?
Internet users wanted'
$350-$850 week
www getwealthy net

PAINTER
Helper with
transportation and phone
489-2512

Nurses Aide

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!

Minimum
qualifications'
stable work history, Class
B, COL, clear MVR.
Benefits include' medical,
dental, vision, competitive
pay, vacation, 401K, stock
purchase
plan.
Applications accepted at
Waste Management,
3426 St. Rt. 45 South
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

Shady
Lawn
Nursing
Home, Cadiz has an opening for full time RN/ LPN
charge nurse position
Evening shift Apply in person E 0 E

DUTCH Essenhaus
is now accepting application Apply in person
1674 St RI 121N
HELP Wanted
Kitchen and waitresses for
Cypress Springs Resort
call for appt 436-5496
HUTSON'S Ag
Equipment, Inc
John Deere Dealer
Looking for AG technician.
Must have own tools.
Some experience needed.
Excellent pay with benefits.
Please call 270-247-4456
M-F 8:00 to 4:00.
Ask for Keith.
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel. Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more information

LABORER Wanted:
For granite. tile work
Some heavy lifting. Must
have own transportation_
Steady work Pay raise as
you learn Start 57/hr. Pick
up application at Tile Mart
On 121 North or call 7538087 between 8am- 3pm.
LEGAL
Secretary
Proficient
in
Word
Processing. Transcription
& should possess good
communication skills. Send
resume to. P.O. Box 1023
Murray, KY 42071.

LOCAL Medical Office
Seeking
Secretary/
Receptionist.
General
office duties Must be
mature bright individual
with good public relations
& an eye for detail
Insurance experience very
helpful. Position will be for
30hrs.
weekly.
Send
resume with references to
P.O. Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071
MEN'S Clothing Store
Seeking FT experienced
seamstress References
required Apply at Dan's
1205 Chestnut St , Murray
NURSERY
Attendant
needed for local church
from 8:00am- 12:00pm
Rate $6.00/hr. References
Required. Must have own
transportation. Send letters
of interest to P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray, KY 42071

APPM,_Ripening Time
Current
July 28 - Aug. 10
July 28 - Aug. 10
Aug. 1 -Aug. 12
Aug. 5 - Aug. 15
Aug. 10- Aug. 20
Aug. 20 - Aug. 31
Aug. 20 - Sept 1

Please keep this ad for future reference
For additional information or requests,
telephone the orchard at

1-618-524-5783
Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings.

ULTRASONORAPHER:
Part time position. Graduate of an approved
school of Radiologic Technology with 2
years experience. Applicant should be
Registered with the American Registry of
Radiographic Technologists and Diagnostic
Medical Sonographers.
For details contact:
Human Resource,

WENDY'S
HIRING for daytime help &
night time closers Must be
able to work weekends
Apply between 2&4 M-F
Ask to speak to a manager.

1505 Stadium Vie% Dr.
FOE

H-E-A- L-T•H

WORK From Home
$672- $4,947 mo. PT: FT
1-888-360-9148 or
www.cash-street.corh

BABYSITTER Wanted in
our home. Non smoker. MTh. 7:30-3:00. 753-4591
References required.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553
FEMALE
Housekeeper/
cook. Prefer non-smoker,
no alcohol. References,
background check. Safe
driver, large home near
park. Live in available.
615-748-3608.
HOUSEKEEPER Needed.
Part time at Irvin Cobb
Resort. $7.00 a cabin. Call
436-5811.
WILL Babysit in my home
on Tuesdays & Thursdays
Non-Smoking
environment 759-9374
WILL Clean houses and
offices. 489-2544 after
5pm or please leave a
message.

MURRAY
CAILOWXY
COUNTY
HOSPrTAL

(270)762-1106
Equal Opportunity

Employer

803 Poplar Street • N1urray, Kentucky 42071

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Be Your Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m..

Emerson Tool Company

Paris, Tennessee
Has immediate openings for the following positions:

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

West Kentucky
Technical
College
Tractor/
Trailer Driver
Training
888-722-1919
Tuon Reimbursement Arai**
Train a Meyfield. KY

Let us put you on
the road to a

NEW
CAREER
.4 Week Program
•Day or Evening
Classes
•Job Placement
Assistance
Equal Education and Eriployrre,
OcCortunrt,es • Mir 1'

• Pizza

Get your Bar-B-Que
here!

• Sat Breakfast Buffet
• Sat. Night Fish Buffet
• Sun. Lunch Buffet

The Shed
Café
Located 8 miles
north of Murray. KY at
Dexter, KY.

We sell our Bar-B-Oue
by the pound Ask about
our specials

WestView
NURSiNC1

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Full time 3-11 shift. Competitive
salary with shift differential.
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement;
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley. RN; Clinical
Coordinator @ 762-1591 or pick up application. EOE
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY- KENTUCKY 42071

WestView
Nl/MSIN0

HOME

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Prefer certified but will train.
Full or Part-time.(7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts).
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay. Retirement
plan, Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement. Competitive salary
with 2% increase after successful
completion of 90 days.
Contact Cathleen Haley, RN,
762-1591. EOE
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

- 1.sv's%tw-0
)9,149440
RANDY THORNTON
HEAT 8c AIR
has openings in the following
positions:

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
JOURNEYMAN INSTALLERS
APPRENTICE INSTALLERS
"AVAILABLE BENEFITS ••

Please apply in person, pick up
application at
802 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY.
No phone calls.

Quality Supervisor:
Requires the ability to work with a variety of quality issues involving
metal fabrication and assembly. Will be responsible for supervision of
quality department employees ensuring compliance with standards.
Ideal candidate will be degreed in related business or technical field,
with 3 to 5 years of experience in a related manufacturing
supervisory role.
Quality Analysts;

LEDG
uRRA ER & TIMES
Advertising Sales
- Position Available -

Will require operation of coordinate measuring machine. Requires
good spatial relationship. Will be responsible for prototype
acceptance, gage calibration and control.
Ideal candidate will have training in the area of drafting or desi.with 1 to 3 years of related experience.
Watile_Waterareat_enteetaechtucm

• Catfish
• Bean roll

809 *anted

Retirement Plan
Medical Insurance
Vacation Pay
Holiday Pay

1001 Whitnell Avenue

Apply In person, no phone calls please.

Help Wanted

SIGN- ON- BONUS

Fern Terrace Lodge

IN MURRAY
Immediate opening for an energetic, motivated individual with a congenial personality.
REQUIREMENTS
Ideal candidates should be able to work without
supervision and function efficiently under time pressures.
RESPONSIBILITIES
• Typing & word processing
• Computerized bookkeeping
• Various secretarial and receptionist duties
Send resume with references to:
P.O. Box 429, Murray, KY 42071.

Taking applications for cooks, car hops
and counter help for all shifts.

August will feature wonderful peaches'
Variety
Glohaven
Yakama Hale
Biscoe
Cresthaven
Elberla Queen
Finale
Encore
Sweet Sue

Full Time
10 p.m.-6 a.m.
Prefer exp. but will
train. Pleasant
atmosphere, Good
working conditions.
Apply in person

060

060

Help Wanted

Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experience necessary
Earn
5600.-$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
COL'
) 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

060

Help Wanted

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

North of Murray at Intersection
464 & 1824 •(270) 753-1934

PEACHES

060

Holy Wanted

ROUTE DRIVER

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

UPI
Nodes

INVITATION TO LEASE OFFICE SPACE

Ad Deadlines
Publish

• kan;

Will assist in operation of Wastewater treatment facility and a variety
of plant processes. Requires ability to perform and interpret basic
chemical titration tests. Requires physical strength to handle bulk
reagent material.
Ideal candidate will have minimum of high school education or equivalent, possess working knowledge of basic chemistry. Experience in
related position helpful but not required.

The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfor the
right individual to fill an advertising representativefull-time position. It may be you!
If you enjoy working with and meeting new
people, are highly-motivated and energetic and
love a challenge, consider this job.
Candidate will be actively working with estak
fished local accounts, as well as developing new
business accounts in a rapidly growing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.

Send Resume in confidence to:

Interested individuals should send resume to:

Open Tuesday thru Sunday
from 7 am to 9 pm Closed
every Monday

Industrial Relations Manager
Emerson Tool Company
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071

Phcne 437-4568

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Employment Employer

k
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t, 600
320

MOO*For Solo
BEAUTY And Tanning 901 FORD Diesel Plow,
Salon well established 3 Disc grader blade bushstation 1 tanning bed all hog boom pole and post
supplies and furnishings hole digger $4000
included $7500 753-1682
759-3362 or 559-7095
or 435-4667

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MidWeSt
Internet On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
140

Wont to Buy
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456

28R Rent to Own Riviera
Courts. Grogan Court
ELECTRIC Guitar for sale Coleman RE. 759-4118.
Fender Squire Telecaster 1981 Gilbrator. 14x70.
in excellent condition
3E1r, 2 bath, refrigerator,
Excellent sound quality, gas stove, dishwasher,
new strings Asking $300 C/H/A $8,000 OBO Call
obo This is the guitar 489-2641.
Metallica uses Call 7593BR , 2 bath mobile home
9215
w/ extra mobile home
SNARE Drum/ Bell combi- hook-up on approximately
nation for middle school 4 acres of land 753-5086
band $375 Call
Wilson Real Estate
762-4120- Day
RELOCATING
753-3384- Night
16x70 1992 Clayton
TRUMPET $150
Excellen condition
767-0850
$16,500 345-2283
270
VERY Nice 1997
TM
Noon For Solo
Fleetwood. 3br, 2 bath.
••
Utility room, 10x12
1985 14x70 Fleetwood
front deck, 12x16 back
2br, 1 bath. 2 porches, all
deck. 270-527-5282 or
appliances, outbuilding
270-527-9587.
Call 759-5911, leave mes
sage.

ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
1989 14x80 3br, 2 bath
Benson Sporting Goods,
753-3600, 753-3114
519 S 12th, Murray.
1992 14x80 3br, 2 bath.
HOMES,
Apartments,
C/H/A, large kitchen, appliCommercial, Farms. Quick
ances. Utility room & w/d.
Closings.
Baker/
Storm windows, electric
Investments. 1 -800-531 pole & satellite dish.
2246.
Presently on rented lot.
MEADOWCRAFT Metal Call 753-8347 after 7p.m.
lawn furniture in dogwood
1992 FLEETWOOD. 3br, 2
pattern 753-9331
bath. All appliances, C/H/A.
Underpinning. Excellent
condition. $15,500. 753150
Ankles
1682 or 435-4667.
For Sale
1993 Atlantic home 14x52.
10 double hung windows
3'x44/white vinyl outside
/inside can be painted or
stained to match panel.
These are flip out kind for
easy cleaning. Reasonably
priced. 527-2532.
14' Coleman Canoe. $225.
8- Sq. White D/L. Vinyl
Siding. $250. 4- 24-x60"
Window units_ $100. All.
Small Wood stove. $25.
Small refrigerator. $60.
759-1799.

DELUXE
Swing
set.
Includes 3 swings, 2 child
glider, trapeze rings and
bar. Slide and monkey
bars. $75. obo. Call
527-1511.
DOUBLE Recliner couch.
Beige, mauve and blue in
color. Blue Lazy Boy recliner. $100. obo. Call
527-1511.
GLASS Top patio table,
white metal trim. 4 white
rubbermaid chairs. $30.
obo Call 527-1511.

2br in Country on 1/2 acre
ot. Stove & refrigerator.
Nice deck, plus storage
building. No pets. $250/
plus deposit_ 437-4386.
2BR, 2 bath. New carport,
freshly painted. 3 miles
East of Murray. $260
month plus deposit. No
pets. Yard work included.
Call 270-623-6314.
3BR, 11/2 bath
month 753-6012

$275/

MOBILE Homes For Rent:
Ideal for retirees. Call
474-8027_

Partial furnished. Comes
with air conditioner, tires,
and axles. Vinyl skirting.
Phone 901-247-3075. No
answer, leave message.

NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Wells Painting Co.
906 Cherry Corner Rd. • Murray, KY 42071

15 Years Experience
Interior • Exterior
Commercial • Residential
Pressure Washing
Nick Wells, Owner
Dave Warsow, Owner

(270) 753-4832
(270) 376-2863

PORCH Swing 5ft long,
500lb capacity. $75. Love
seat w/2 recliners, storage
table. Matching recliner.
$150 Wood table, 4 chairs.
$150. 63 gallon Aquarium
w/matching wood cabinet.
All assc & fish. Under
gravel filter & pump. $200.
527-0904. Call before
2p.m. or leave message.

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Soecializivig in aistorn Workmanship
*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
*PRESSURE CLEANING

*DECK RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS

753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
LICENSED & INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 •Sat. 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
Square
On t
753- 1 7 1 3

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

WE DO

Over 34 Years
Experience!

cr

Call 753-1970
,,

753-3853

&&OM
AKC Registered Shih-Tzu
puppies Shots & wormed
Ready to go last of July
$350 Call 901-352-2144
AKC Shih-Tzu Males &
females, all colors. shots &
wormed. 901-352-0037
901-642-5151
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale'
August 5th & 6th
Executive Inn, Paducah
Great Deals On Birds
Toys & Cages
901-878-1307
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
PEKINGESE
Puppies
Solid white and Brown &
white AKC Registered
$200 436-5995
SHELTIE Puppies. AKC.
(Toy Collies). Sable &
white. 270-354-8211.
UKC Rat Terrier. 4 1/2 mo.
old. Almost completely
housebroken
To good
home only. Call 759-9215,
ask for Ellen or leave message.

MINIATURE horses
sale 270-376-5534

2-Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & ENSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Al

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

Tree Trimming

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Sea ice

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Laath
Removal

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

•
.
4
&

CO

CO'

1,
2 nal sou& ot
Murray to Tom Ufa Rd
PAOtSypd•

ct)
1.

753-7728
•

..i/HVH •

• 311.1. dV4(i

Torn
Tayio.
Rd

WAKTKY
I

f

*
Kr.ghts
Husk KY
•

li

Phone (270)759-4734

INCOME IIENWELOVEME/NIICS
MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

David's Home Improvement

O O
l O
1•
I
•

Serving The Area For 27 Years

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers

leo

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

II Cement Boards
•Grouts III Mortars

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

/OE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

Plus...all other home improvements.

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. • Sat By Appt.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

sienirzens CbPIFIEJECIEK)
Business On A Budget? r'"LTL"n"g""ztc,thery,
SAVE $195 with this 2x2

-Moving=

consistency ad in classifieds every

Cross Country Or Local

day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.

Licensed & Insured
1477-902.5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Call 753-1 916 For Details

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

(
YOUR ASIIAIT NEEDS IIEUMI)
Pr
oto.t )our asphalt from gas, oil.
sun, oxidation, water pcnetration,
:Ind many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of itself!

•

•
•
•

.04

KEN-LAKE WELDERS
Fabrication
Shop Repairs

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route

121

North

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service AllBrands
Certified

TVA Heat Pump Contractor License 10.102182

270-759-2288

1111r

Acphalt Does Not Impmve'
With Age And That Is Why

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!

Ad.

GUARANTEE ON MA ERIAL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!!!

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

Call Us

270-7594953
aithalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

With 21 Years Experience In
The Asphalt Induan

Ronnie Geurin
Owner

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

2x2 - $205-2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

for

WE'VE COT
YOU'RE'
SPACE
THE
FOR!
LOOKING

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

Visit Our Showroom Today

Mary 611.1

cc

NEW Shipment!
All sofas, loveseats, recliners. bedding, and all
instock merchandise on
sale' We will save you
money'
Carraway Furniture
105N 3rd
753-1502

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

C

CA

DREXEL Bedroom furniture King hdbrd. Triple
dresser with mirror, 2 nite
stands Top quality, excellent condition 759-9874

STORAGE

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS

CERAMIC TILE •C0'.1P TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET
IIM::M];1%/MCInlirM

GOOD dependable Capri
Washer & General Electric
dryer. $225.00 489-6221.

EASTSIDE

TREE
SERVICES

PAINTERS

LAKE LAND PAINTING

WORD processor 6 yrs old
w/ owner manual. $200.
Diaper Genie never been
used $10. 270-365-1352.

Office Space

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

MOTORIZED Lane Action
Recliner 753-5415

STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message
TOUCH screen cash register terminals w/ printer.
Sharp model #3300 full
programmable, 3 terminals, 1 cash draw, 3 printers used 1 1/2 yrs.
Datasym model 2020 cash
register w/ drawer, used 1
yr. 270-753-2334 ask for
Calvin.

2BR Duplex $375/ mo
1BR Apt Clean and nice 28R
4BR, 1 bath 2 miles from
garbage
water
759-4406
with appi including W/D Deposit & lease required
MSU Compact but CUTE
house. With Central gas
$275/mo 753-8355
2BR Near MSU $325, No pets'
Call 270-753-9841 or
N/A, washer, dryer, dishwater furnished Coleman
NOW available- 1br apart436-5496
washer, appliances $575/
RE 759-4118
ment, furnished and paid
month. Lease/ deposit No
appliances_
2BR, 1 bath. 900sq ft. 1BR., all
utilities Lease and deposit
w/d, University $325/mo. 1yr required Near downtown pets. 753-8734 or cell
C/H/A,
duplex.
559-2842.
microwave, dishwasher, lease+ deposit. no pets.
No pets 436-2755
stove/ refrigerator. 600 1br., furnished downtown
4BR,
2 bath. C/H/A, 1
RED OAKS APTS.
1yr
Northwood Drive $425/ (upstairs) $255/mo. 1yr
block from MSU
Special
units
Various size
month. Call 753-0569 after lease+ deposit, no pets.
lease $600/ mo. 753-9636
$100 Deposit
Walnut Plaza
2br., furnished downtown.
5pm.
1BR From $280
EXECUTIVE Home at
(upstairs) $285/mo. 1yr
104 N. 5th
2BR, 1st floor apt. Dining
2BR From $325
Gatesborough 3br, 2
2210
deposit,
no
pets_
lease+
room, sunroom, w/d, near
Call Today!
753-9621
bath LR, FR with fireplace
stove, refrigerator, w/d
2br.,
hospital. Separate utilities,
753-8668.
garage,
room,
Sun
hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
BUILDING For Lease. 519 credit for cleaning. 1 year north of town. $285/mo lyr. VERY Large 2br, duplex in extremely nice No pets
S. 12th St. (Hwy 641S.) lease, last month free.
private area C/H/A, utility 1yr lease, references,
lease+ deposit, no pets.
Call 753-1342 for info_
$550. furnished. $500.
room. All gas. Available deposit 753-8220, 615753-4937 8-5 M-F.
unfurnished. Call 435Aug. 1st. No pets. Lease 748-3608
4272.
4BR,2 bath Available now, plus deposit. $475/mo.
ON Kentucky Lake.
Want To Rant
2BR, Near MSU New car- Diuguid Drive Also 4br 759-1087.
2br home, fully furnished.
pet, paint & wallpaper. townhouse Coleman RE
WOW!
$350/mo + deposit & utili3 or More bedroom, prefe
C/H/A. $325 Also 2br, 759-4118
No waiting list!
ties. Call 436-5469 after
county. 1 adult, 1 child, ref
$275 Coleman RE
AVAILABLE immediately
Southside Manor Apts.
5PM.
erences. 270-354-9280.
759-4118
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
1&2 br. apts.
SMALL house on lake 527WANT To Rent.
Section 8 housing.
2BR. duplex. Stove & bedroom handicap acces3113 leave message
3 or 4br, 2 bath_ House refrigerator. 5 minutes N. of sible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
753-8221
preferably in county. 3 Murray.
Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
EHO
$250/deposit
adults, 2 children. 15 & $275/rent. 489-2918.
Phone 759-4984_
1BR Like new, all appli4yrs. References.
Equal Housing
ances. Diuguid Dr Also 12BR., 1 1/2 bath duplex.
759-4704.
Opportunity
br studios near campus
755 Wiswell Rd. 753-534-4
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br Coleman RE. 759-4118.
or 559-9970.
house. W/D, furnished,
1BR, Stove, refrigerator,
near
MSU. 753-1252
For Rent
low
two blocks from MSU
before 5pm, 753-0606 after
1 OR 2br apts near down- income, clean. 436-5685.
5pm
2BR & 3br.
town Murray starting at
753-4109.
$200/mo 753-4109
3BR
House
near
appli1BR apt available, all
119 Main • 753-6266
University. Stove, refrigeraances furnished. Mur-Cal
tor,
C/H/A,
w/d
hook
up.
753-4444_
Realty.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$535/mo
1yr.
lease, $20440. On Center Drive.
1BR Furnished apt. Low
1213 N. 16th St.
deposit. No pets.
Behind Tom's Grille
utilities. $100 dep. No pets.
753-4937. M-F, 8-5.
759-4081.
$225/ month.
Now accepting applications for 2 Br.
3BR, 1.5 bath. C/H/A, Low
753-3949.
utility bills. 1/4 mile from
townhouses. basic rent S305/month.
1BR Furnished cozy apt
KY Lake. 15 minutes to
Near hospital. W/D, sepaOffice I lours:
Murray. $475+ deposit. 2
rate utilities, credit for
references: 606-441-9971
Nlion.-Fci.
a.ni.-2
p.m.
All Size Units
cleaning. 1 year lease
after 5p.m.
Available
12th month free. Call
3BR, C/H/A. 1yr. lease.
435-4272.
ll 01/114.11U1111,
$475/ month. 753-9636.

HOME IMPROVEMENT

25 Inch Color ConSele TV.
Medium Oak cabinet $25
Call 527-1511
3BR. mobile home. Full
basement, garage on 1 1/2
acre lot. 167 Wilkins Dr.
436-5570 Les Johnston.

Far Sent

1995 28x70 3br, 2 bath 1/2 acre
$100/mo 753with 7 acres. North of 6012
Murray $60,000 7 acres
LOT For Rent 753-9866
with septic and well North
of Murray $20,000 Call
759-3362

Musiosi

Computers

Operands Fortier* I

For 111111

VISA

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

111111oMs& Motors

Public Auction

PUBLIC
AUCTION
Thurs., Aug. 3
6 p.m.

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812 Whitnefl

Bldgs. #833. B69,
B90, C25, C35
& C49
Lots For Si

1981 HONDA CD 750
Custom; 16,283 miles. AN
new charging system
Good bike Asking $1.000
354-6122, leave message
1997 KAWATAKI McSave
250 ATV. Ridden very little;
like new. 753-7836.
1999 HONDA Foreman,
400 4x4, hunter green
Low hours Take over payments 270-492-6446

r

91111 CHEETAH. 191/2 ft
V-6 Mere- Inboard Motor
$5700 Excellent condition.
Call 753-9237
1996 VIP Vision 1811,
Runabout 3.0L Mercruiser
I/O, low hours, power trim
Excellent
condition
Includes trailer & cover.
$9500 obo. 270-437-4462_
1999 904'rp E-vinrude. Still
under warranty Must sell
753-0123(work)
759-1525(home)

*_

A set of running boards to
it full-size truck Call 7592176

LOTS for sale Starling a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages 1986 CHEVY Blazer 4x4
270-437-4838
High mileage but runs
MURRAY Estates
good Auto, with A/C
Lots for sale,
$1995 Call 436-2910
270-435-4487,
1987 CHEVY Suburban.
1-888-673-0040
489-2112 After 6p.m.
1992 GMC Jimmy SLE,
4.3, 4WD, Auto, CD, Aft,
Ameis
PW, PL, leather, 165K
$4,250 753-7727
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract.
Used Cars
Properly located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane & 1985 TOYOTA Corolla.
proposed new Hwy 80. For 68,xxx miles. Front end
more information please damage. $700. obo. Call
view properly, review post- 753-6098.
1986 CUTLASS Ciera.
ed data, then please call:
Good work car. $1500.
270-441-2253.
753-0980 after 5p.m.
12 acres for sale in
Kirksey. 759-0289
1993 MAZDA MX-3. 91,xxx
after 6:00 pm.
miles. Runs perfect, red,
PRIME building site. 6.9 cd player. Firestone tires.
489-2839.
acres 759-1309.
1995 MUSTANG
GT.
80,xxx. Green with tan
interior. Custom wheels,
loaded. $8800. 759-0461.
1996 Honda Accord LX
460
759-3568
Homes For Sale
1996 PONTIAC Grand AM.
White, power options,
excellent condition. 55K
2BR, 1 bath, Brick. 2 car
miles. $7200. 753-7366.
garage. Deck, pool, 2 out1998
FORD Taurus GL.
1
acre.
buildings.
46,xxx miles. $8995.
Coldwater area. $62,000.
753-8355.
489-6182.
3BR, 2 Bath. C/H/A, 1998 MERCURY Grand
bath,
has Marquis LS. Excellent
Master
Whirlpool. Stip room, 32ft Condition. 753-0248.
front porch, patio. privacy 93 Cougar XR7- Power
fenced perennial garden everything, leather trim
with water pond. 2 car interior, new tires, A/C.
garage, 7 miles North of $3500. OBO. 753-0278.
Murray.
94 Maxima, Pearl Beige,
753-1967.
118,000. Still nice car.
3YR. Old Home with 29 $5400.00 753-4437.
acres! Over 3200sq. ft. 4br, 96 Lincoln Town Car. Like
31/2 bath, basement. 6.5 new. $14,900.
miles West of Benton.
270-924-9769.
$274,000. 270-527-2908.
97 Lincoln Town Car. Like
AFFORDABLE 3br, 2 bath new. $19,500.
270-924-9769.
house at 1804 Greenbriar.
Nice lot with trees & fenced 97 silver Taurus. Excellent
backyard. Call
condition. All power, key753-3903 after 4p.m. to less door entry. $6350.
see anytime. Possession 436-2682 anytime.
with deed.
FORD '92 Taurus Wagon
BEAUTIFUL vacation or LX, tow pkg. all power,
starter home w/ fall view of 155,xxx miles, good cond.
lake. Located on 2 lots in $3200 OBO. 753-0071
restricted area of Keniana
495
Estates w/ full access to
Vans
dock. boat ramp & picnic
area. Country style home
1995 DODGE Caravan.
w/ fireplace. Has 3br. w/ full
One owner, good condibasement that could be
tion. Low mileage. Call
Attached
unit.
rental
759-5238 or 753-2905.
garage & work shop w/ full
wrap around desk. All this
for only $59,500. Call Mrs.
Helm @ 270-436-5582
Kopperaud Realty @270- 1983 MAZDA B2000. Long
753-1222. MLS# 3001883 bed pick up. Low miles, no
rust, excellent condition.
LAKE View Home with Call John 762-4893 or 436boat slip. Lovely neighbor- 2444.
hood enjoys own marina,
clubhouse & park. Expertly 1994 FORD Ranger XL.
52,xxx
miles.
maintained & decorated. V-6,
All appliance, carpet, Automatic, AC. Looks and
C/H/A less than 2 years runs great. 753-9748.
old. Priced in low $80's. 1995 Ford Flairside red,
Call Kopperud Realty. 94,xxx miles. Real sharp!
753-1222. MLS# 3001952.
$7800. 489-6226.
OPEN
Daily 7:00am- 1996 Chevy Silverado Ext.
2:00pm. New 3br, 21/2 bath cab. 1 owner. Like new.
home at 1306 Fleetwood 32,000 miles. Loaded w/
Dr. in Campbell Est_ 305 753-8317.
2300sq. ft. plus an addi- 1997 TOYOTA Tacoma
tional 1000sq. ft. walk out PU. Dk green 53,xxx,
basement that can be fin- loaded. $11,950. 270-328ished out for extended 8957 after 6p.m
family or teenagers. Call 97 Dodge Ram 1500. V-8
753-3903 after 4p.m.
Magnum. 13,000 actual
PRICE Reduced!
miles. Like new. 753-0114.
3br, 2 bath in city. Owner
relocating. 753-4549.
REDUCED
Crows
BEAUTIFUL New Home
Southwest Villa.
1996 25' Jayco
Call 753-0765
3 bedroom , 3 bath.
huge family/game room
3800 sq ft., fireplace,
gas heat.
753-5024
16' INVADER. (Fiberglass)
UNFINISHED
Country $200. 489-2908.
Oak
Rustic
Cottage.
Framed, post & beam. On
1 acre, built 1996. Best
offer over 37K. Call
489-6108.

[az

WANT ADS
WORK

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite II

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Workmanship
Quality
Rates
Affordable
Licensed.
753-7860 753-9308.
ADAM'S Home
Improvements.
Remodeling, Repairs,
Painting, Decks.
No lob too small.
437-3192.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
..„Remodeling• Repairs.
4 Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified,
435-4272.
Carpentry,
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
additions,
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
*Driveways
•Paricing lots
*Striping

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link. custom wood
pnvacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Insured
Dickie Fahey 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmmino, removal stump
gnnding7firewood Insured
489-2839
GUTTERS:
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters. Variety of colors
Free estimates.
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles,
gutters, painting, plumbing,
electrical, vinyl, shower
doors, brick & block work
No job too small' 7537416

HANDYWORIQ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small
Giyp us a call. Yes we paint
houses. Phone
436-5769 or 753-2388.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamh
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Fumituip
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609
YARD Maintenance 7yrs
experience with references Includes trimming,
de-weeding, mulching, etc
Call 767-0418

FREE Kittens
Yellow
Tabby & Dark Gray 7594893
FREE Male cat to a good
home 759-9215

FREE
PALLETS
U -haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

Study: Conditions at
plant caused illnesses
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (AP) A four-year study by governmentpaid doctors that was released
Monday suggests conditions at a
former uranium enrichment phint
in Oak Ridge caused illnesses
among workers.
The health problems are not
cancers caused by radiation. Rather,
doctors linked a variety of illnesses - from trembling hands
to asthma - to hazardous materials in the former K-25 plant.
Fifty-three ill workers were
examined. Most worked 20 or more
years at the Energy Department
installation, and are too ill to work
today.
Dr. Richard C. Bird Jr., one of
the researchers, would say only a
"substantial" number of the 53
workers showed signs of work-related illnesses. More study is required,
he said.
He said the study should not
be used to draw conclusions about
the thousands of people who worked
at K-25 between its opening in
1944 and its closing in 1985.
But Bird said it does show that
other workers who fear their jobs
made them sick should seek help,
and he recommended the Energy
Department pay outside consultants to do the exams because many
workers don't trust the agency.
Department spokesman Steye
Wyatt said the agency will help
workers with job-related illnesses
receive workers' compensation.
Many ill workers, however, are

seeking improved medical benefits and back pay as well.
"They used us until we couldn't do our job and then they sent
us home," said Tommy Fox, 55,
who worked at K-25 for 20 years
before his breathing became too
strained.
"1 think I was misled," said Eddie
Gray, 54, who suffers from a variety of illnesses he links to chemical poisons at K-25.
"I always thought that beryllium was at Y-12 (the nuclear
weapons plant), but in the last
two years I found out it was all
over K-25 and we didn't know it.
I was never told," he said.
The study found beryllium sensitization among six of the 53
workers studied: three had never
worked in Y-12 where beryllium
was used extensively in weapons
production.
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson has proposed cash compensation for beryllium workers. Help
for other sick workers is pending
before Congress.
At a briefing Monday, Bird and
his colleagues worried about ways
such unlikely people, as secretaries
and cafeteria workers could have
been exposed to heavy metals and
other hazardous materials.
Recently discrosed documents
suggest that piping at the K-25
complex could have been connected in a way that allowed contaminated water to be sent into
drinking water pipes.

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair.
Free estimates. All work
guaranteed. Call 753-1308
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CONCRETE Finishing.
*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates.
435-4619.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 853-4188.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction.
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838

Free Column
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Lowe honored by
MCCH for service
Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently honored Roberta
Lowe for her 22 years of service
during a retirement tea.
Lowe has worked in most of the
areas in the hospital's food service
department since she started at
MCCH in April 1978.
"Roberta has wool many different hats for us," said MCCH Food
Service Director Anne Newberry.
"She has made many child care
center meals, and she's trained so
many of our new employees. She
has been in a supervisory role and
basically knows the entire food
service operation. Roberta is a hard
worker and is a gracious, generous
person. We will certainly miss
her."
From MCCH, Lowe received a
Wittnauer wristwatch with Swiss
movement and diamonds inset
around the watch face.
She also received the traditional
MCCH retirement cake, a flower
arrangement, a money tree from coworkers in Food Service and various other gifts from friends and coworkers.
"No doubt - this has been a great
place to work," Lowe said. "I enjoyed my work every day, and
every day was different from the
other. Thanks to everyone who
helped me, supported me and was a
friend to me.
Lowe's versatility in the food
service department is evident when
you look at the list of jobs she has
held. She started as a food service
aide and has been a clerical aide, a
cook, a relief storeroom clerk, a supervisor and a prep cook.
"We appreciate Roberta's will-

ROBERTA LOWE
ingness to help wherever needed,"
said Vice President of Professional
Services Jim Taylor. "Her efforts
are to be applauded, and the labor
of love she put in is tremendous.
We thank her for her work and
wish her all the best."
Lowe will be spending time with
family, enjoying some traveling
and checking out all the auctions
she can.
She will be doing part-time
work at the Murray Wal-Mart store.
Lowe and her husband, William,
have four grandchildren. Their
daughter, Teresa, and her husband.
John Davis, live in New Concord.
Their son, Jamie Smith, resides in
Murray, and their IS-year-old
daughter, Melissa, attends Calloway County High School.

Flintknappers Weekend
to.be held Aug. 12-13
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center will host Flintknappers Weekend Aug. 12-13, from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. each day.
Professional flintknapper Dillard Munsell organizes the twoday event that attracts some of
the best "flintknappers" in the Midwest.
Flintknapping is the ancient technology of working stone into tools
useful to mankind. Native Americans in western Kentucky fashioned spear points, arrowheads,
knives and drills from a variety
of flint rocks found in the region.
Visitors will also have the opportunity for hands-on learning using
primitive tools and weapons. A
"fun" target range will be set up
for participants to test their natural ability with a long bow, atlatl
(spear throwing device) and blow-

gun.
Area flintknappers are encouraged to attend. No reservations
are required. Admission for the
event and museum is adults. $4:
senior citizens(over age 55), $3.75:
children age 6-11, $3; and under
6 are free. For more information,
call Wickliffe Mounds 'Research
Center at (270) 335-3681 or email wmounds@bric.net.
This special event is made possible through sponsorship from
Westvaco Corporation and the
Friends of Wickliffe Mounds pro-gram.
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center is owned by Murray State University and operated through the
College of Science. Engineering,
and Technology. The museum is
open daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.. March through November.

HOROSCOPES
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Aug. 2. 2000:
You know where you are heading, but
nsk and high emotions veer you in
another direction. Learn to work with
intensity and strong feelings. As a result,

someboss might simply be testy. The key is to might need to backtrack later with
Could
this
wonder
what
gives.
You
one.
retain your overall perspective. Do what
Manipulative? Tonight:
flaky?
person
be
can,
within
constraints.
Tonight:
you
Hang out with a pal.
Easy "does it.
(July 23-Aug. 22)
LEO
20)
(April
20
-May
TAURUS
Deal with expenses head-on.
****
**** You might not be absolutely
might not
sure what to do with a key associate. Part What seemed like a good risk
carefulthink
need
to
You
longer.
be
any
of the reason stems from this person's
change
instability. What seems good this morn- ly. Your fundamental feelings
also
relationship
love
dramatically.
A
ing could prove to be a problem tonight
research, espefor this person. Put on your thinking cap. tests your limits. Do your
emotional deciTonight' Forget problems and give your- cially with a financial or
sion. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
self a break.

you'll gain. Your creativity is the podium
from which everything else flows. Tap
into this natural resource. If you are single, romance proves to be unstable but
exciting. Work on developing more
friendship in your love unions. If you are
attached, you and your partner need to
come to terms about an emotional issue.
You waiver back and forth. Consolidate GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
your finances. VIRGO proves to be an *** Often, the challenge for you is to
bypass power plays. Something within
excellent accountant.

you wants to test your limits and ability.

Take care of yourself. Refuse to be corThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll nered by another's manipulations.
4-Positive; Playing the game proves to be a no-win
Have
5-Dynamic:
3-Average. 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
situation. Go for a win-win situation.
Tonight: Happy at home.
ARIES March 21 -April 19)
**** Another does a flip-hop You
have a difficult time knowing how to use
an idea and news creatively Tune in to
Sour higher mind and explore options A

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You believe with all your heart
that a talk should resolve problems. Yet
evidence appears contrary. Make a sound
decision and others will agree Still, you

HOST FAMILIES NEEDED
Make a new lifelong friend
from abroad. Enrich your
family with another culture. Now you can host an
exchange student (girl or
boy)from Sweden, Germany,
France, Spain, England,
Japan, Brazil, Italy or other
countries. Becoming a host to
a young international visitor
is an experience of a lifetime!
Klaus, I

Piriya, 1$ yrs.

yr.

Call for information or to choose your own exchange student. Large
variety of nationalities, interests, hobbies, etc. now available (single
parents, couples with or without children may host). Call us now.

Sara at 1-800-473-0696
www.asse.com
Founded

1976

IIIPASSE

Fully 44-( trdiled
International

Organization

A WORLD Of UNDERSTANDING THROI rGH CROSS.CUITS TILAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

problems. Though you might be going
through changes. resist taking others
through your personal ups and downs.
Stop and slow down. Understand the
reactions you create by inconsistent
behavior. You might not be able to
change yourself, but you can apologize.
Tonight: Work late.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Reach out for others. You

seek unusual information that takes you
in a different direction than you had
anticipated. You could be confused by
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sep(. 22)
another's insights. Think' twice about
**** What seems like a snap when your decisions, especially since you
you open your eyes could prove to be the might be uncomfortable. Tonight: Think
Battle of the Titans if you're not careful. vacation.
Stay out of power plays involving home AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
and domestic matters. Do what you do ***** One-on-one relating pushes
well. Handle work. Your personality you in a different direction. What you
quickly draws others. Tonight: Focus-on thought you were about to lasso in slips
what you want.
nght out of your hands. Rethink a fnend-

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take a back seat, but don't even
think about being a back-seat driver.
What you think needs to happen can
throw you off. Be sensible about limits.
Observe. You find that your words are
misunderstood. You often have to do the
same thing twice. Tonight: Take a deep

ship in which someone lets you down
more often than not. Another makes an
excellent suggestion; run with it.
Tonight: Meet up with the gang.

PISCES (Feti. 19-March 20)
*** You now know how it feels to be
in a pressure cooker. Steam keeps rising
to the surface as different elements of
breath.
your life close in. Another clearly
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You aim for what you want. A remains in control. Professional demands
financial problem of your own making swing from one pole to the other.
could unexpectedly hinder you. Stop and Determine what you want from a boss.
regain control. Listen to a friend who has Tonight: Make it easy; say yes.
strong money knowledge. This person
can lead you in the right direction. Of
course, ultimately, you decide. Tonight: BORN TODAY
Judge Lance Ito (1950), actor Peter
Where your fnends are.
O'Toole (1932), writer Isabel Allende
SAGITTARIUS (1Clov 22-Dec. 21)
** Recognize that you draw your own (1942)

CUSTOM B U I LT
REMODELi NG
A kitchens
A lizit hrooms
A Siding

A Windows
A Drywall
A Painting

Call 753-3636
1
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT- I've suffered the
symptoms of multiple sclerosis for
more than twit decades, and I am
thoroughly convinced that amphetamine drugs have stimulated my nervous system to keep me going. My
doctor reluctantly authorizes refills of
amphetamines. Am I risking harm'
DEAR READER: Multiple sclerosis
is a slowly progressing neurological
disease of unknown cause, marked by
numbness and weakness of the
extremities, clumsiness, double
vision, dizziness, depression, apathy,
poor judgment, and difficulty concentrating. These symptoms often wax
and wane, leading to prolonged periods during which MS patients may be
relatively normal. The disease is
incurable; symptoms are treated as
they arise.
The diagnosis is usually confirmed
by MRI scanning, which demonstrates
the spotty areas of demyelinization
(loss of the brain's insulating substance) that are characteristic of the
disorder. I am not aware that amphetamine stimulants help the disease, yet
I can understand how these drugs
could relieve some of the fatigue and
apathy of MS.
Amphetamines can be dangerous
because they are addictive, may cause
euphoria and overstimulation, and are
associated with delusional states.
Because they have not been shown to
alter the unpredictable progression of
MS, they are not standard therapy.
Nonetheless, I cannot argue with success. Although I believe that your
health would be better off without
stimulants and that the drugs may
cause more problems than they solve,
the appropriateness of this therapy is
an issue that you and your physician
must solve together. MS is a terrible
reality for which there is no consistently effective therapy. Therefore, if
the amphetamines help you and
you're willing to assume the risks of
their use, I cannot in good conscience
condemn you or your doctor. To give
you related information, I am sending
you a copy of my Health Report
"Multiple Sclerosis." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. BGX 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: We live at 7,000
feet. My mother has had several TIAs
recently, during which she loses the
ability to speak and becomes con-

fused. Nothing has shown up on a CT
DEAR ABBY: Recently your colscan We wonder if the altitude may umn dealt with suggestions from
be complicating her problem
readers about the best kinds of gifts
DEAR READER: A T1A (transient to give classroom teachers. Unfortuischemic attack) is a temporary neu- nately, one of the responses ("Avid
rological defect, such as weakness or Reader, Winter Haven, Fla." coninability to speak, that resembles a tained inaccurate information about
stroke but is not permanent. Altitude the policy in our local school district.
The Polk County School Board
does not cause TIAs or strokes.
Experts believe that it is caused by a has never prohibited students from
blood clot that becomes wedged in an giving gifts to teachers. Whether the
artery to the brain; within hours, the gift is an apple, a restaurant gift cerclot is dissolved by the body's natural tificate, a handmade craft, a stack of
anticoagulants. Unlike a stroke, a T1A school supplies or a bottle of perdisappears, leaving no nerve disorder. fume, I think we all recognize that
the true gift is the love exchanged
Because the affliction is transient, it between teacher and child. These
is impossible to confirm with the cus- gifts are merely tokens of affection
tomary tests, such as CT scans. for the teacher, and our teachers
Doctors diagnose the condition when accept them gracefully and apprea patient suffers what appears to be a ciatively, regardless of their monestroke but recovers quickly and com- tary value.
pletely. (A stroke will usually be visiThe only restriction in our policy
ble during CT scanning as a perma- prohibits employees from accepting
nent smudge on the otherwise normal gifts from vendors and suppliers.
X-ray pictures of the brain.)
Thank you for helping us correct
The blood clots that cause TIAs are this inaccuracy.
FRANCES MC MICHAEL,
carried to the brain from other blood
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
vessels — in particular, the aorta and
DIRECTOR,SCHOOL BOARD
carotid arteries. Thus, the affliction is
OF POLK COUNTY,FLA.
not so much a brain disease as a circulatory disorder. TIAs often herald
DEAR FRANCES: You're welthe onset of a major stroke.
Therefore, many doctors advocate come. However, I must confess
immediate and aggressive therapy that when I printed the letter
from "Avid Reader," I thought
with anticoagulant medication.
Coumadin is frequently used but the policy described in the letter
has not been shown to be superior was sound, sensitive and wellthan a cheaper and safer drug: one thought-out — not to mention a
adult aspirin a day. I suggest that you relief to poor families who are
question your mother's doctor about unable to compete in the area of
this option. It might save her exten- gift-giving.
Teachers deserve to receive
sive future disability.
respect all year long for the
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
hard work they do. They also
deserve thanks for a job well
DR. GOTT
done and to be paid salaries
they can live on so they may
provide for their families and
PETER
their retirement. However, I'm
not sure that student gift-giving
GOTT, M.D.
is appropriate, since not all of
them can comfortably do so.
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order to avoid dehydration. (In the
winter when water often freezes, we
also carry warm water to all of our
outside livestock three times a day.)
This includes: dogs, cats, rabbits,
geese, goats, homes and cattle.
Please, Abby, don't ask — tell
your readers to get out there and
water their pets, or to find them a
better home.
SUNNY IN SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
DEAR SUNNY: I agree —
your letter contains an important message to pet owners. I
hope they read it and heed it.
***
DEAR ABBY: I recently found
out that my husband of two years
met a girl on a bus trip. He had been
e-mailing her for almost two
months.
I confronted him, and he
promised me that he loved me and
wanted only me. He swore that
nothing had happened between
them. However, in the e-mails that
he had sent her, he told her about a
fight we had — and he said things
that could be interpreted to mean he
wanted to have an affair with her.
She lives in Oregon not far from
where we live. Should I be worried,
or should I take his word for it and
let it go? He promised he wouldn't email her anymore or have any contact with her.
HURT IN EVERETT, WASH.
DEAR HURT: If I were you,
I'd keep a sharp eye on him.
Talk is cheap. Divorces are
expensive — and not just monetarily.
*

DEAR ABBY: I know that you
are an animal lover, and that each
year you warn your readers not to East dealer.
leave their pets locked in enclosed East-West vulnerable.
vehicles because they can quickly
NORTH
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die from heat stroke. But this year
V Q9
would you also add this important
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message?
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. I. the
214th day of 2000. There are 152
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 1, 1975, a 35-nation
summit in Helsinki. Finland, concluded with the signing of an accord dealing with European security, human rights and East-West
contacts.
On this date:
In 1790, the first U.S. census
was completed, showing a population of nearly 4 million people.
In 1943, race-related rioting
erupted in New York's Harlem section, resulting in several deaths.
In 1944, an uprising broke out in
Warsaw, Poland, against Nazi occupation, a revolt that lasted two
months before collapsing.
In 1946, President Truman
signed the Fulbright Program into
law, establishing the scholarships
named for Sen. J. William Fulbright.
In 1946, the Atomic Energy
Commission was established.
In 1957, the United States and
Canada reached agreement to create the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD).
In 1966, 25-year-old Charles Joseph Whitman shot and killed 15
people at the University of Texas
before he was gunned down by police.
One year ago: A heat wave that
had gripped the nation since midJuly finally broke; authorities attributed nearly 200 deaths to the
heat and humidity.
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spades and 10 high-card points,
suggesting game if North has a
sound double.
East wins the heart lead with
the ten, and the outcome rests on
his next move. Actually, there is
only one card East can return at
this point to defeat the contract —
and that card is the three ofspades!
Declarer is helpless against
this return. If he plays a heart at
trick three, East wins and cashes
the A-K of trumps and two more
hearts to put the contract down
one.
Ifdeclarer instead plays three
rounds of diamonds after the low
trump return, discarding a heart
on the third round of diamonds,
West ruffs and returns a heart to
put the contract down one in a
slightly different way.
The three of spades return is
not as difficult a play as it might
seem. East can tell from the bidding that South has both minorsuit aces and that the defense is
therefore sure to fail unless East
can win four heart tricks in addition to his A-K of trumps.
Once this thought occurs to
East, he must proceed on the basis
that what he hopes is the case is
actually the case. Accordingly, he
returns a low trump at trick two
and goes to the head of the class!

Partscore hands might lack
the dramatic impact of game or
slam hands, but they give rise to
many ingenious forms of play.
Consider this deal where
South reaches two spades on the
bidding shown. North's double is a
bit light by ordinary standards,
STAPLER. but it is perfectly acceptable in the
balancing seat after East's openMAY I
BORROW ing heart bid is passed out. South's
4OUR5? jump to two spades is similarly
justified by his holding of five
Tomorrow: Guilty or not guilty?

-

superintendent, Maurice H. Ryan,
chairman of city school board, Pat
Gingles, architect, Jim Bucy, clerk
of works for architect, Hal Perry.
contractor, and Marlie Conner, construction superintendent. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Gene
McCutcheon.
Births reported include a boy to
Eddie and Donna Ellis, July 28.
Forty years ago
Murray Post Office employees
paid tribute to Harry Sledd, retiring
postmaster, C.B. Ford, retiring
clerk, and Rudy Smith, rural carrier
retiring, at its steak dinner with
Norman Klapp as toastmaster.
Lou H. Edmondson of Besemer,
Ala., has been named to teach journalism at Murray State College, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
MSC president.
Ruth Ann Hyde and Billy Dale
Outland were married July 8 at
First Methodist Church, Dawson
Springs.
Fifty years ago
About 2,500 drivers in Calloway
County failed to renew their drivers
licenses by July 31, according to
Dewey Ragsdale, Calloway Circuit
Court Clerk. Licenses were issued
to 1,200 persons on July 31 and
business is continuing good today,
Ragsdale said.
Recent births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. G.H. Gordon,
July 25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hilman Outland and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Forsythe, July 27.
Loretta Eldridge and Hugh Grey
Fuqua were married July 27 by
R.E. Goodgion, Church of Christ
minister, at his home.

TODAY IN HISTORY I

A Highly Imaginative Defense

THERE

...EXCEPT I
BROUGHT
/014 LAPTOP
1UST TO
CATCH UP
ON A FEW

Ten years ago
Leigh Allyn Baker was crowned
as queen of Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair in a contest,
sponsored by Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with MurrayCalloway Jaycees. Tina Johnson
was first runner-up, Marianne Kay
Gilbert was second runner-up and
Josette LeMae Reynolds was Miss
Congeniality.
Births reported include a boy to
April and Rickey Shaw, a boy to
Sherri and Kerry York, a girl to
Sherry and Dennis Dye and a boy
to Mary and Danny Allen, July 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Fulton will
be married 50 years Aug. 10.
Twenty years ago
With two production lines still
in operation and the expected final
closing around Sept. 1, about 265
workers remain at Murray Division
of Tappan Company. The company
announced the closing of the plant
here in Murray on April 18, 1980.
Murray North and South Teams
both won in the Kentucky League
Baseball Tournament. North with
Jamie Shields as pitcher beat Carlisle County and South with Dusty
Darnell as pitcher beat Mayfield
No. I.
Donna Ann Comer and James
Mack Harris were married July 19
at St. Joseph Proto-Cathedral,
Bardstown.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of construction workers pouring the first
concrete footings for the new Murray High School building at Sycamore and Doran Road. Watching
the workers are Fred Schultz, city

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

ell

11 Butter
substitutes
13 Wear away
16 — Lend!
19 Exult
maliciously
21 Now — —
me down to
sleep
22 Enticed
25 — truly
27 Deplete
30 Pares
32 In front
34 Spare
36 Outer
37 Restricted
38 Smoke and
fog
40 Felt
41 More unusual
44 Rapier
47 Seaweed
substance
49 River in
Belgium
52 Poem
54 "— Haw
57 Plural ending
58 Football pos
60 Note of scale
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Haversteck and Suiter
Insurance Agency .17
.Sponsored By

Stall* Auto
Insurance

Lindy Stiller

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STATISTICAL LEADERS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING-Helton, Colorado. 371, Hammonds, Colorado. 369. LCastillo, Florida,
366. VGuerrero, Montreal, 352: Piazza,
New York, 345, Vidro, Montreal. 341,
Sheffield. Los Angeles, 341
HITS-Hetton. Colorado. 137, Vidro, Montreal, 135, VGuerrero, Montreal, 128, SSosa,
Chicago, 128, AJones, Atlanta, 127, LGonzalez, Arizona, 127, Kent, San Francisco,
126
HOME RUNS-Sheffield, Los Angeles. 34,
SSosa, Chicago, 32: Griffey Jr, Cincinnati,
32. Bonds, San Francisco. 32. Edmonds.
St Louis, 30, McGwire, St. Louis, 30. Hidalgo. Houston, 29: Piazza, New York, 29.
RBI-SSosa, Chicago, 93: Griffey Jr, Cincinnati, 91, Kent, San Francisco, 89: Helton,
Colorado. 87; Sheffield, Los Angeles. 87,
Giles, Pittsburgh. 86
STOLEN BASES-LCastillo, Florida. 45;
Goodwin, Colorado. 39, EYoung. Chicago.
34: OVeras, Atlanta, 25; Furcal, Atlanta, 23,
PWilson, Florida, 22, Womack. Arizona, 21.
PITCHING (13 Decisions)-RDJohnson. Arizona, 15-3, 2.18 ERA. Estes, San Francisco, 10-3, 3.99, ALeiter, New York, 11-4,
3.30, Glavine, Atlanta. 13-5, 3 49: Elation,
Houston, 10-4, 5.21, KBrown, Los Angeles,
10-4, 240, GMaddux, Atlanta, 12-5, 336

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING-Garciaparra, Boston, 394, Erstad,
Anaheim. 369. CDelgado, Toronto, 363,
iRodriguez. Texas. 347, EMartinez. Seattle. 347, MJSweeney, Kansas City. 342,
ARodriguez. Seattle, 342
HITS-Erstad. Anaheim. 170, MJSweeney,
Kansas City, 140, CDelgado, Toronto, 138.
Lawton, Minnesota, 129, Damon, Kansas City.
128, BeWilliams, New York, 127, Garciaparra, Boston, 126, IRodnguez, Texas, 126,
Thomas, Chicago, 126
HOME RUNS-CDelgado. Toronto, 32, Glaus,
Anaheim, 31, TBatista. Toronto, 31, GAnderson, Anaheim. 30, Thomas. Chicago. 29,
RPalmeiro, Texas. 28, Three tied with 27
RBI-EMartinez, Seattle, 99. BeWilliams, New
York, 94: CDelgado. Toronto, 93, JaGiambi,
Oakland, 92, Thomas. Chicago, 91
STOLEN BASES-Damon, Kansas City. 29.
DeStffelds. Baltimore, 27, RAlomar. Cleveland, 25; Lawt6n, Minnesota, 23; Mondesi,
Toronto, 22: Henderson, Seattle, 22
PITCHING (13 Decisions)-Hudson, Oakland,
12-3, 4.35: PMartinez, Boston. 12-3. 1.38,
DWells, Toronto, 16-4, 379. Moyer. Seattle, 11-3. 423. Baldwin, Chicago. 12-4, 444.
Burba. Cleveland. 10-4. 5.18, Redman, Minnesota, 9-4, 4.36: Parque, Chicago, 9-4,
3.97

SPORTS BRIEFS
CCMS football will begin practice Monday
The 2000 Calloway County Middle School football team will begin practice Monday at 5:30 p.m., preceded by a parent meeting at 5 p.m. All students interested in playing, as well as parents, are encouraged to attend.

Collins, six Ski Nuts qualify for nationals
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. - Brittany Collins of Murray was one of 10
Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts who competed in the 2000 Southern Regional Water
Ski Championships last week at Okeeheelee Park. A total of 370 skiers participated in the four-day qualifying event for the national championships later
this month in Bakersfield, Calif.
Collins claimed four medals in Girls 2 competition, finishing second in
Jumping, fourth in slalom and tncks and second overall. Advancing in all three
events, Collins was one of seven Ski Nuts to qualify for the national championships.
Other Ski Nuts competing at regionals included Tyler Collins and Bobby
Hill, both of Murray.

Kentucky High School Rodeo President Gary Forsythe (above,
center) presents Michael Glisson of Hopkinsville (left) and
Heath Wrye of Murray their team roping state championship
awards and Lindsey Grogan of Murray (right) a number of
awards for breakaway roping, barrel racing, goat tying and
pole bending at the Kentucky State High School Rodeo
Finals June 15-17 in Eddyville.

Locals shine at state high school rodeo
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
EDDYVILLE - Lindsey Grogan and Heath Wrye of Murray
collected several state championships and other top honors at
the Kentucky State High School
Rodeo Finals June 15-17, and both
Calloway County High School stu-

dents earned the right to compete
in the National High School Rodeo
Finals July 24-30 in Springfield.
Grogan, a freshman at CCHS,
qualified for nationals in four events
and was named the Wrangler AllStar Champion in goat tying and
the Rookie of the Year at the state

Shooter pleads guilty in
Carruth double-murder
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
One of the three men charged
along with former Carolina Panthers receiver Rae Carruth in the
shooting death of his pregnant girlfriend will be spared a capital
murder trial after agreeing to testify about his co-defendants.
Van Brett Watkins admitted firing the gun into Cherica Adams'
car and pleaded guilty Monday to
second-degree murder, conspiracy
to commit first-degree murder,
intent to kill an unborn child and

shooting into occupied property,
assistant district attorney Gentry
Caudill said."
Carruth's attorney, David Rudolf-,
surprised by the plea bargain, said
Watkins' testimony will not hurt
his client.
"It's irrelevant for me." Rudolf
said. His testimony can't hurt Carruth "if he tells the truth, which
is that Mr. Carruth had nothing
to do with this," he said.
Police say Carruth, 26, instigated the plot to kill Adams.

championships. She won all three
rounds and posted the best average score in breakaway roping at
the state finals with times of 3.4,
2.9 and 2.5 seconds.
She also won two rounds and
the average in goat tying, one
round and the average in pole
bending and two rounds of barrel
racing.
Meanwhile. Wrye and Michael
Glisson of Hopkinsville paired up
to win the team roping state championship with times of 9.17, 15.86
and 7.89 seconds. The twosome also

811 Blackburn

captured the team roping title at
the Kentucky Tri-State High School
Rodeo May 26-28 at Kentucky
Horse Park in Lexington.
Wrye, who graduated from
CCHS in May, completed his fouryear high school rodeo career as
a three-time member of the Wrangler All-Star Team.
The top four cowboys and cowgirls in each event at the state
rodeo, which concluded a 30-rodeo
season that began in August, were
eligible to compete at the national rodeo.
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Clark, Surhoff moved before deadline
By The Associated Press
B.J. Surhoff, Will Clark and Al Martin, welcome to the pennant race.
All three joined first-place teams Monday, part of II deals that came before
the afternoon trading deadline.
Ronde)] White, Tom Goodwin, Steve
Trachsel, Todd Hollandsworth and Henry
Rodriguez also moved. In all, more than
100 players changed places in the last month
-- Detroit was the only club that did not
make a trade.
"It was a very volatile market," New
York Yankees general manager Brian Cashman said.
From now .on, all trades require putting players through waivers, often a tricky
proposition.
Atlanta boosted its outfield by getting

Surhoff from Baltimore and St. Louis got
Will Clark from the Orioles to fill M for
injured Mark McGwire.
But several players
mentioned prominently
in trade talks — Juan
Gonzalez, John Wetteland, Jeromy Burnitz and
Rico Brogna
stayed
put.
Brogna had heard,
and hoped, he was heading to the Boston Red
Sox. When the PhiladelSURHOFF
phia first baseman found
out he wasn't moving, he nearly left the
Phillies before their game at San Diego.
"I thought very seriously about calling
the bellman and telling him to come get
my luggage and then flying home," Brogna

said.
decision that was made by the Tigers.
The AL East-leading New York Yan- The ball was in their couIt..'
kees, linked to most every available star,
After missing out on the two-time
did nothing Monday.
Mariners
MVP, the
Then again, the two-time World Series acquired another outchampions had already traded for David fielder, getting Martin
Justice, Denny Neagle, Glenallen Hill and from San Diego for first
Jose Vizcaino in the last month.
baseman-outfielder John
"It's not easy trying to line up match- Mabry and a minor
t
es with people, whether it's oavroll, tal- league pitcher.
ent or a whole lot of other issues," CashThe Orioles were in man said. "Some big names got floated the middle of two big
out there. I'm comfortable with the team trades, sending Clark and
we have."
cash to St. Louis for third
CLARK
Gonzalez, who turned down a trade to base prospect Jose Leon
the Yankees in June, was pursued by and moving Surhoff to Atlanta in a fiveSeattle. But the AL West leaders could player deal.
not close a deal for the Detroit slugger.
Minus McGwire, the NL Central-lead"We were optimistic," Mariners gener- ing Cardinals felt compelled to add a bat
al manager Pat Gillick said. "It was a at first base.

•

••
#011111"
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McGwire went on the disabled list July
6 with pain in his right knee, and there's
no telling when he'll return. In his absence,
St. Louis is 8-13.
-There's some uncertainty about Mark,"
Cardinals manager Tony La Russa said.
We think he's got a chance to come
back, but in the meantime Will Clark's
a winning-type of veteran. He should help
us."
Clark was hitting .301 with nine homers
and 28 RBIs in 79 games with Baltimore. McGwire is batting .303 with 30
home runs and 69 RBIs in only 221 atbats.
"I knew that our front office was really trying and that they were catching
some heat back home because some guys
were going other places," La Russa said.

Griffey, Reds Miller's `MNF' debut
blank Mets draws mixed review
6-0 Monday

LEADING THE WAY.. Ken Griffey Jr. had a
pair of hits and scored twice in helping
the Reds to a 6-0 win over the New York
Mets Monday night.

By The Associated Press
Ken Griffey Jr. and Barry Larkin, after snubbing
the New York Mets, teamed to beat them.
Griffey — who blocked a deal to New York in
December — had two hits and scored twice. Larkin,
who followed suit seven months later, added an RBI
single as the Reds snapped the Mets' six-game winning streak with a 6-0 victory Monday night.
Larkin, in his first game at Shea Stadium since
rejecting a trade to the Mets on July 23, was booed
heartily when his name was called during pregame
introductions and before each at-bat.
"It was loud," Larkin said. "But I think that's one
of the reasons I've always liked playing here. There
always seems to be a lot of energy here, and I feed
off that."
Larkin. who liked New York enough to name his
daughter — Brielle D'Shea — after the Mets' stadium, didn't want to come to the Big Apple without a
long-term deal. .
Griffey has never liked New York that much after
his father's stint with the Yankees and vetoed a trade
from Seattle to the Mets in December.
He almost had more unpleasant memories when he
had a scary collision with catcher Mike Piazza, but
he stayed in the game.
In other NL games, Houston beat Florida 4-2, St.
Louis downed Montreal 4-0, San Francisco topped
Milwaukee 4-3 in 11 innings, San Diego defeated
Philadelphia 4-1 and Chicago beat Colorado 2-0. The
Los Angeles-Pittsburgh game was rained out.
Reds starter Scott Williamson (4-7) allowed six
hits, struck out three and walked two before leaving
with a left hamstring spasm in his fifth major league
start. He injured himself while running the bases in
the seventh, but doesn't expect to miss his next start.

Adults, kids clamor
to get look at Woods
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
On Monday, more than 50
Seven-year-old golfer Jamal Gad- New Orleans police circled the
dis became famous overnight. golf course where the clinic was
Not for his game, but because scheduled.
his friends found out he was
Only those with credentials
chosen to play on the same — golfers, guests and media —
got through the roadblocks and
course with Tiger Woods.
"They were all like, 'Wow. past the fence.
There was little doubt that
man. how'd you get to do that?"
Woods' mind
Gaddis said. "They all wish the.,
was on his.
were me."
work, not his
Gaddis was one of 125 kids
stardom.
selected to be part of the clinBy
ic the Tiger Woods Foundation
9:30
a.m., Woods
put on Monday.
was on the
"This is the biggest thrill of
course
with 25
my life," said Richard Linehop,
youngsters,
13. of LaPlace. "He's everything
well
away
I want to be. He's really good
from
the
at golf and he's rich. That's what
reporters and
I hope to do."
WOODS
fans.
While adults across the city
"I got to see Michael Jordan
tried to beg, buy or browbeat
their way into the clinic, Woods when he was in New Orleans,
closed the events to the public. now I get to see Tiger Woods,"
To discourage those hoping said Julian Polk. 11, who has
to get too close to him. Woods played golf for three years. "Jorwas flanked by his own securi- dan used to be my favorite in
ty men. beginning with a dinner the world. Now, Tiger is."
Heavy rain and lightning
and auction Sunday night that bencleared
the course about an hour
efited the Tiger Woods FoundaWoods'
into
first session.
tion.

MSU's Purcell to face Lloyd Aug. 13
Staff Report
Murray
.Ledger & Times
Murray State university- men's
tennis coach Mel Purcell will play
fellow Worldwide Senior Tennis
Circuit star John Lloyd as part of
the area's first-ever professional tennis exhibition Aug. 13 at the Country Club of Paducah.
The exhibition will begin at 5
p.m. with a preliminary match
between local tennis stars. A doubles exhibition involving Purcell.
Lloyd and local pros will follow.
and the night will conclude with
a singles pro set between Purcell
and Lloyd.
Purcell, who won an NCAA
national championship in doubles,
started his pro career in 1980 by
winning the ATP Rookie of the

= CZ

well as coaching Great Britain's
Davis Cup team, turned pro in
1971 and won one singles title
and eight doubles titles on the
ATP Tour.
Lloyd was ranked as high as
No. 21 in the world as a singles
player in 1978, and he won three
Grand Slam mixed doubles titles
— in 1982 at the French Open
and 1983-84 at Wimbledon.
By reaching the finals of the
1977 Australian Open, Lloyd
became the first Englishman to
reach a Grand Slam singles final

in the open era. He has been a
regular on the WSTC since 1993,
winning two singles titles and two
doubles titles.
Prizes will be given away
between each set, and there will
also be a court set up for a fastestserve competition.
Tickets are $10 for adults and
$5 for juniors 18 and under. For
more information or to order tickets. call 270-554-7065.
The event is being sponsored
by Schering Laboratories, makers
of Claritin and Nasonex.

Meet the Players & Coaches
Murray State Racer
Football COokout
Tuesday, August 16, 2000
at 6:30 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center

1415 MAIN STREET • MURRAY,KY
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Bowlers Per Team.
Zan
Monday Men
Tuesday Women
Friday Women
Thursday Mixed
Sunday Mixed
Saturday Youth
Wed/Fri. Seniors

5
5(Illes.)
3(Fri.)
4
4
4
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a tart
Meet
Aug. 21 6:30 p.m.
Aug. 8 6:30 p.m.
Aug. 4 10:00 a.m.
Aug. 24 6:30 p.m.
Aug. 20 6:30 p.m.
Register Aug. 19 10
.a.m.
No Meeting
1 pm Join Anytim,

NAME:
ADDRESS:

Tickets $5.00

Accepted

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Year Award.
During his first four years on
the tour, Purcell was ranked among
the top 25 players in the world,
winning three singles titles and
four double's titles. He reached the
fourth round of the French Open
twice and the quarterfinals of Wimbledon, as well as victories over
Ivan Lend', Boris Becker, Yannick
Noah, Ilie Nastase and Stan Smith.
Since joining the WSTC in
1994, Purcell has won eight doubles titles and claimed victories over
former French Open champion
Andres Gomez and former No.
players John McEnroe and Guillermo Vilas.
Lloyd, who currently serves as
a TV commentator for Fox Sports
and the BBC at Wimbledon as

KICKOFF COOKOUT

C Don't Neglect Your Tires)
This Summer - Arrive Safely!
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties
.Free Balancing With Tire Purchase

By The Associated Press
for five straight seasons. Nielsen Ronnie Lott, Miller's voice awkDennis Miller produced what numbers for Miller's first outing wardly intruded with the comment,
was expected — and wouldn't were expected Tuesday.
"I've got a good Lott line."
he from anyone else with a footMiller kept his wry rants far
When Dickerson finished,
ball broadcasting job.
shorter, and cleaner, than he does Miller delivered the line: "IroniBy the end of the first quar- on HBO's "Dennis Miller Live" cally, a guy named 'Lott' was
ter of his debut on "Monday (which Michaels duly plugged in the guy who turned the other
Night Football," the comediguys into pillars of salt."
an already had made referThat's OK coming from
ences to the Vatican and male
an announcer if it sounds
genitalia — though not, thanklike it's off the top of his
fully, in the same sentence.
head, but very little did in
There were also remarks
Miller's case during the first
about the Socratic method,
half.
the Rosetta stone and the
Rather, it was as if he
Tigris and Euphrates rivers.
had carefully studied the
Sergio Leone got a mention,
team's rosters and written
too.
down riffs on names.
Miller gave an uneven perOn Patriots Pro Bowl safeformance during the preseaty Lawyer Milloy playing
son Hall of Fame Game
special teams: "You know
between the San Francisco
lawyers — they get paid by
49ers and New England Patri- OPENING ACT.. Monday night's Hall
of the hour."
ots, mixing witty non- Fame
On San Francisco's Jeff
preseason game was comedian
sequiturs with on-the-job
"He's the Canadian
Garcia:
Dennis Miller's debut as a football
training.
league import with the MexPlay-by-play announcer Al announcer.
ican-sounding
name.
A
Michaels, the lone holdover
NAFTA quarterback. And,
on an otherwise overhauled cast, the second quarter).
trust me, they'll feel free to trade
summed up the broadcast in the
Much of what Miller said early him if it doesn't pan out this
closing seconds of New Eng- on sounded like scripted jokes. year."
land's 20-0 victory, saying to He even could be heard setting
And when 49ers rookie receivMiller, "It's like you won a prize one up during the second quar- er Eric Chew was involved in a
to a fantasy announcing camp,isn't ter.
play, Miller couldn't resist menit?"
As Eric Dickerson, one of two tioning regurgitation.
Miller was hired in June as ABC new sideline reporters hired by
As the show progressed,
Sports tried to perk up a pro- producer Don Ohlmeyer, began though. Miller did gel better with
gram that has seen ratings decline an interview with 49ers assistant Michaels and Dan Fouts.

Call Ticket Office at 762-4895
for ticket information.

PHONE:
NAMES OF OTHER TEAM MEMBERS:
1)
3)
2)
4
YOUR LEAGUE CHOICE.
CALL (270) 75.7-2202 FOR MORE INFORMATION

